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ub / subiect matter of this article consists of a general review of the engineering work that has been done 
P 1° date preparatory to the establishment of a railway terminal on the shores of James Bay. It has been 

sa nered together on the direct instruction of the Commission that has charge of the operations of the Timiska- 
• ', Northern Ontario Railway ; and it is good evidence of the forethought shown by the Commission in 

Ft, eParjng for the carrying out of a project that must shortly be of great public importance. Mr. Kerry states 
at the work of preparing this information has been entirely under the direction of the Chief Engineer for the 
admission, S. B. Clement, B.A. Sc., M. Can. Soc. C.E., and his staff, who are entitled to much credit for 

tog and thorough manner in which the necessary data connected with the project has been gathered

Tf line of Lake Winnipeg.q instruction of the Timiskaming and Northern 
j ntario Railway was commenced about the year 
p9°o, the enterprise being undertaken by the 

blind c r°Vlncial Government of that date in a somewhat 
niPliance to the popular demand that

t* m?de «h<»"d

A second and larger unit is 
located entirely to the south and east of a line joining 
Orillia and Pembroke. The district lying between these 
two lines, with the exception of such towns as North Bay, 
Sudbury and Port Arthur, may be said to be entirelya very un-
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settled ; this was absolutely true little more than io years
ago, and in large measure remains true to-day. A possible 
result of the existence of so definite a cleavage in the 
settlement of the Dominion is the growth of a distinct 
west and a distinct east. From a national point of view 
this, more than any other one thing, is what we all desire
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to prevent and no effort should be spared that will tend 
to keep this possibility from becoming a reality.

Examining a map, such as Fig. i, upon which the 
outline of the Clay Belt is marked, it will be seen that 
this. Belt, which consists of most fertile land, stretches 
almost half way across the unsettled area which at present 
divides the Dominion. The speaker, therefore, regards 
the work of the commission in opening up the Clay Belt 
for settlement as possibly the most important national 
work now in progress in Canada.

Other organizations are also active in this work of 
development ; the Algoma Central Ry. is building in f 
the south and west ; the National Transcontinental Ry. 
and the Canadian Northern Ry. are traversing the Belt 
from west to east. The next work of importance would, 
therefore, appear to be the establishment of an outlet to

point and does not lie in an extreme corner of the possible
half circle *s

drawn with the harbor as centre it will be found that, 
without very material change of radius, Winnipeg, P°rt 
Arthur, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec can be 
reached, and it may reasonably be expected that in the 
not-distant future a commercial centre of some importance 
will exist near the harbor, and that this centre w*“ 
transact business directly and independently with each 
of the cities that have just been mentioned.

A journey from Toronto to Moose Harbor after the 
completion of the railway extension will not be an arduous

within 34
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confines of civilization. If on Fig. i a

rom
undertaking The distance can readily be run 
hours, and, as a matter of illustration, the run . 
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the north and the establishment of a rail connection with 
the only ocean coast line within the confines of the Pro
vince of Ontario. With such an end in view the 
mission has directed the carrying-out of the investigations 
that are discussed in this paper. '

The most attractive location for the proposed ter
minal so far as present information goes, is at the mouth 
of the Moose River, as shown in Fig. 2, and this point 
may be referred to as Moose Harbor. It may be remarked 
that by far the larger portion of the Clay Belt is drained 
by the tributaries of the Moose River and that the natural 
movement of traffic will be along the line of these tribu
taries with a natural point of concentration at the harbor. 
Geographically speaking, Moose Harbor is not an isolated

well-defined area of clay lands lying along the ^ 
of James Bay, and geologically known as the c°a®e 
Plain. The soils of this Plain bear much resem ^ t 
to those of the Clay Belt, and their develop 
presents in a larger degree the same problems 
have to be dealt with in the development of the Clay u, 
Where satisfactory means of drainage exist, the 
of the various species of northern timber proV^jl0)e 
fertility of the soil, but the geologists regard the . 0f 
district, and particularly the Coastal Plain, as bel” tjofl 
very recent creation, placing the period of its e'e -ffie 
above se level at not more than 10,000 yea'|0pe^ 
drainage ystem is, therefore, quite imperfectly dev* y 
and large areas of land are buried under musk6»

stai
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moss.

n is indeed very similar to that which charges being perhaps the most important item in the 
market cost of the last-named product.

The district north of the height of land is so com
pletely overlaid with clay that there is there little proba
bility of further mineral development, but the mining 

profession of the Dominion is now look
ing to the areas lying along the northern 
shores of Hudson Bay as the probable 
site of the next important mining de
velopments, and these areas will be most

being s_ Prairies to the east of Winnipeg, the lands 
Pr°vide fo 3 Ù t^at slope is not sufficient to
the sprin°r 116 9uick discharge of the melting snows in 
natural]y the formation of muskegs and swamps
however °.Ws‘ The natural slope of the lands is, 
to desig’n SU 1C1€nt t° enable the engineers of the future 
itensive^j, construct drainage works on a compre- 
°Perati0n Ca C t^la.t wiÜ be perfectly satisfactory in their 
tically tj, ’ 3nc? with the construction of such works prac- 
aSricuh„f ?ryirc area °f the district will become available 

'and-
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.*he natur* 1° district is already efficiently drained by 
the provin Watcrcourses, and the colonizing energy of 
SettIemen(;Ce ls *"°r the present being concentrated on the 
a healthy ^hese lands. In general, such lands carry 
Valiiabie growth of spruce wood of sufficient size to be 
te*%ent r]S material for pulp and paper mills. In- 
^°rk f0r ^Ve,°pment of such lands, therefore, provides 
The cleari 6 Sett^er both in summer and in the winter. 

Work'1^'11*3 °f the lands is, comparatively speaking,
’ and the timber as\ it is cut finds a ready
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^°arses on rtI!3U.faries °f the Moose River have direct 

.j eir way to the Bay and a relatively heavy 
whc 1 e" As a consequence, numerous sites are 

of thee Water power can be cheaply developed, and 
tîlanufact early industries of the district will be the 
^ready u r,e °f PU^P and paper. This has been 

, !aUs wh,Vier.aken on a large scale at Iroquois 
^an 2 1 itself is not distant more

mi,es from the Bay.
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Harbor. Should any extensive deposits 
of low-grade mineral be located, this 
mineral will find its
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, most economical
to the markets of the North American Continent 

by way of Moose Harbor and the Timiskaming and 
Northern Railway to connect with the navigation of the 
Great Lakes at North Bay.

These possibilities of traffic

■ route
• i

Jfs
fk -fc;•.W

. . so well recognized
that other organizations besides the Province of Ontario 
are already at work for the purpose of opening them up. 
The Lake Superior Corporation has long been ambitious 
of extending its railway from Sault Ste. Marie to the 
waters of the Bay at Moose Harbor, and its line has now 
reached the National Transcontinental Railway. The 
Dominion of Canada is building its grain railway to the 
waters of the Bay at Port Nelson and the Province of 
Manitoba is planning to reach the same point by an in
dependent line along the east shore of Lake Winnipeg 
The Province of Quebec, following its customary policy 
is granting heavy subsidies to the North Railway, which 
is intended to establish a connection between the south 
end of the Bay and the port of Montreal.

are

*#

Fig. 3.
Estuary of Moose River.

It seems
proper, therefore, that action on the part of the Province 
of Ontario should not be long delayed.

We cannot be accused of being unduly hasty in the 
development of our railway facilities for the opening-up 
of the north. The rail end reached Orillia shortly after 
1870, it reached North Bay about 1886, and was continu
ed from North Bay to Liskeard between 1900 and 1905, 
and on to Cochrane about 1910, an average movement 
northward of perhaps 10 miles per year.

Historically, Moose Harbor, under the name of 
Moose Factory, is an old and long-settled port, from

&

In6ayW >st elopment the opening of a port on the
it) v. such 3 Considerable part, providing a route by 
•W 'jhout evCCOSSary materials as coal can be brought 

laI® as !;eSsive height charges and such low-grade 
s round wood pulp can be exported, freight

3 H
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spectively are illustrated in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. ^Xjjl eir 
dian, therefore, who knows his own country jjei
counter no new conditions of temperature if he *S 
upon to take up his residence in Moose Harbor- the 

Observations have been made upon the tides 
estuary, and these are found to be of very 0fte° 
dimension, the range rarely exceeding 6 ft. an ^arb°r 
being as low as 2 ft. In this respect, Moose

favorably with its rivals, Port Ne * givefl 
Rupert House, the extreme range of the one being 
as 18 ft., and of the other as 12 ft. nts

Measurements have been made of the cur ^iH11 
the estuary created by the tides, and the ^ haS 
velocity of these currents, under ordinary conddi° 
been found to be about 4^ lin. ft. per second, or, ^ ^3/
2j4 knots per hour. Such velocities will not in 3

vening channels there discharges the great river which 
is never, so far as we know, smaller than the Ottawa 
River has been since the government has regulated the 
flow of that stream by its storage works. The settle
ments and fields on the islands give evidence of long oc
cupation, and the flat-lying shores provide an ideal site 
for a rail and water terminal.

Up to the time that the commission issued its orders 
that the possibilities of this site were to be investigated 
there was a general impression that the construction of 
an ocean terminal at the south end of the Bay was for 
all practical purposes an impossibility, and that the 
shallow and rocky shores presented an obstacle that 
could not be overcome within the limits of reasonable 
cost. The first definite information concerning the locality 
was obtained by survey parties sent out in 1911, which
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made a complete instrumental survey of the estuary 
during that season. The natural conditions, as sho^a 
by the plans prepared from these surveys, were so a 
vantageous that further instructions were given by 1 
commission to continue the investigations and to ascei 
tain fully facts concerning all natural conditions, 
favorable and unfavorable. . at

Temperatures had long been under observation 
the posts of the fur-trading companies and a study °* .
results of these observations showed that the Harbor 
a winter temperature closely corresponding to that 
Winnipeg. In summer and fall its temperature c°rf j 
sponds to that of Edmonton, but the spring is backwj* 
and most nearly corresponds to that of Cape Breton, 
corresponding maximum, mean and minimum tefflp^ 
tures of Edmonton, Winnipeg and Moose Factory

which the business of the surrounding country has been 
handled for nearly 250 years. Generations of people have 
lived and died there, and the suitability of the site as, a 
point of permanent residence is beyond question. It is 
interesting to note that one of the earliest experiences of 
this settlement was its complete destruction in a time of 
peace by a marauding, overland expedition sent out from 
Montreal—apparently with the definite intention of main
taining the supremacy of that city as the centre of the 
fur trade. In fact, the commercial possibilities of the 
Bay received more attention between the years 1670 and 
1700 than they have at any other time up to the present.

Moose Harbor provides a magnificent site for the 
creation of a great port. The estuary, shown in Fig. 3, 
is perhaps 20 miles long and varies from 1 to 3 miles 
wide. It is crowded with islands, and through the inter-
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higher .tbe movement of modern steamship traffic,
by the oh °Cltle? tban those which have been determined 
discharge S^rvat*ons will exist during the periods of the 
floods Wiii°u ™e sPlang floods, but as a general rule these 
Port comm aV€ Passeh by before the active traffic of the 
Velocitiec ences for the year. Fig. 7 is a chart of tide
^ wv'r,he

'J'jj
hood oi thUI"fCyS °4.1911 showed that in the neighbor- 
tWo gre e, ur'trading posts the river was divided into 
channels v° anne*s’ and that the depth of water in these 
wouM k, aned to such an extent that their improvement

tieloxJXpensive-
broad and^ d^ ^°Sts the two channels united into one 
Sand bars 'n? Waterway, bordered by very extensive 
Varies . e depth of water in the main channel
to 20 fat tide from i5
*S Cut off r4 tbls fairway 
Bay bv°ff fr°m the main
f°taI width of1" haV'ng a 
filers anS °f> roughly, 4
dePth of l ( 3 minimum
Kf about 6 f, r n 1<>W tide 
bar tb t. Beyond the

. dePth of water 
a short j"Creases until at 
,ngs a dlstance out sound- 
SatisfaCto SeCUred that are
akl! any prob"

the river and it is probable that for at least nine months 
in the year the river carries with it no material that would 
be a factor in bar building. At the time of the annual 
break-up the shores and bed of the river are badly eroded 
by the ice-shoves and large quantities of earth and 
similar material are carried down into the estuary. Dur
ing the early summer such deposits of material are dis
tributed by the action of the tides and currents, 
of the fact that the spring discharge of the Moose River 
is very heavy and that the maximum currents will be 
found in the deepest channels, it is believed that there 
will be no appreciable deposit of silt in any channel which 
may be cut across the bar. There is evidence that the 
flood discharge of the river is as high as 400,000 second- 
feet, but this figure is not considered to be well established. 

The theory held at present by the engineers is that
the river channels have 
been cut through the clay 
bed of the Coastal Plain in 
an almost haphazard fash
ion by the waters of the 
river itself, and that the 
bar at the mouth simply 
consists of the material of 
the original bed of the 
Bay, no channel having 
been cut at this point be
cause the velocity of the 
river water has been check
ed by its impact against 
the waters of the Bay. 
This theory can be partly 
confirmed by borings to 
determine the quality of 
the material in the bar, 
andx the making of such 
borings was planned for 
the spring of 1913. In that 
year the ice went out of 
the river at an unexpectedly 
early date and the survey 
parties had to flee for their 
lives and were forced to 
abandon their equipments 
to the mercies of the ice- 
shoves. It is purposed to 
make good this deficiency 
in data during the present 
summer.

A number of borings 
have been made along the 
estuary and in each case 
the material found has been 

a material which can be readily and cheaply removed by 
dredging. Solid rock has been noted along the coast 
line some miles to the east and some miles to the west 
of the estuary, but not in its immediate vicinity, 
borings also give some indication of solid rock in the bed 
of the river some miles above the fur-trading posts, but 
no such indications have been found in that portion of 
the river which it is proposed to improve.

Some time has been devoted to the study of such 
typical cases of bar formation as Toronto Island and as 
the Passes of the Mississippi River, but the underlying 
causes in these cases are forces which apparently are not- 
at work to an appreciable extent in the estuary of the 
Moose River. The engineering precedents which have 
been established in dealing with natural difficulties similar 
to those just referred to will, none the less, be of great
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tLrection an°.rtbas as yet been made to determine the 
sh fallow f°rce of the littoral currents, but owing to 
action ofness of the coast waters and to the exposed 
(Vs. UatUr the coastline strong and variable currents of 
it>g to thre Certain to be found from time to time. 
a‘S u0t beIi.e nature of the material along the shores, 
UiadlIut 0f .that these currents will carry any large

erial]y t 1J with them, or that they have contributed 
sin h-Torts n l€ ex'stence of the river bar.
Vira, Carried w aVe been made to determine the quantity of 
n,a.ers at tWn by the river itself; but although the 
Postal in V" ordinary stage are often discolored the 

Slble to SusPension is so light that it is almost im- 
ectJre a deposit from a sample taken out of
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Fig. 7.
of

is not infrequently blocked by ice after the harbor 
Montreal is itself clear. In the case of Moose ^/'^of 
the action of the river waters in sweeping clear the " e

was u

is not believed that traffic conditions will justify the con
struction of a channel of more than 15 ft. depth at low 
water at first, and the excavation of a 300-ft. channel of 
this depth out to the Bay should cost in the neighborhood 
of $600,000. Heretofore all work of this nature in 
Canada has been carried out by the Department of Public 
Works and the esti
mate given above is 
based on the average 
cost of the dredging 
that has been done by 
that department. If 
precedent is followed, 
the cost of executing 
this portion of the de
velopment will fall up
on the Dominion of 
Canada and not upon 
the Province of On
tario or the Timiskam- 
ing and Northern On
tario Railway.

At the post of the 
Hudson Bay Company 
an extended, but not 
wholly systematic, ser
ies of observations has 
been kept of the dates 
upon which the river 
has been closed by ice and of the dates of the annual spring 
break-up. Comparison between this record and a similar 
record for the port of Montreal has been made and shows, 
in Fig. 8, that the open season for the port of Montreal 
is more than a month longer than the similar season at 
Moose Harbor. The open season at Moose Harbor will

and the bay immediately in front of the estuary 
of the principal reasons for selecting a river term 
place of a harbor constructed out into the bay

An examination^ 
the winter ice cap oVffl 
the estuary has 5 jSts 
that this cap c° ^ 
of a fairly u0l^t in 
sheet of about 3 ^ a t 
thickness and 
there is little *'1 the 
or bordage “genii' 
main ice cap. ^n 
nation has als° j^e

detefV

inal

made to _ . 
whether frazil 1 tJi£ 
isted in quantity 
channels of J 
ary, as it i.s . th< 
found to exist p 
lakes and pools
St. Lawrence ted
shed. It was exP1 tj,e 
that, owing tM 
winter cold an[ bn\e^ 
rapid and fj-

course of Moose River, large quantities of 1 g 
ice would be found to be present as it. was vve. ;0p 0 
from the labors of the Montreal Flood Cornons

Montre3^ „■
absent

Z907ISO 6 IS 08 19 OS 191/
Fig. 8.

1888 that such ice constituted one of the p 
of the great spring floods in the harbor of 
explanation has as yet been advanced for the
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have a duration of from 5% to 6 months, and, should t
traffic warrant the expense, it could be readily extend ^
at both ends by the use of ice-breakers. In one respe 

J Moose

value in determining the final lay-out for the develop
ment of Moose Harbor. Perhaps the most valuable 
of them is the now recognized persistence ' of a river 
in maintaining its banks and channels unaltered, 
even when these are built up of most easily eroded 
materials.

The depth that will be required in the channel at low 
water will naturally increase as the traffic increases. It

the comparison above referred to is not fair to 
Harbor in that it overlooks the fact that Moose Hat 0 
is directly on tide water and is open to the sea as s ^ 
as the ice goes out. This is not true in the case 
Montreal, where the river between Quebec and Monti"
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but this absence cer- 
undertaking one of the most 

that has to be overcome by Canadian

shoves was rarely found to have expanded itself upon the 
wharves themselves, although occasionally portions of the 
upper part of the wharves were completely torn away. 
I he extent of such damage has been proved to be slight 
and U was always readily repaired from year to year. 
There is no evidence to show that the ice-shoves in Moose 
Harbor are as great or greater than some of the shoves 
that have been observed in recent years at Montreal, and 
it is believed that in the earlier years of its development 
no better plans can be made for Moose Harbor than those 
which have worked Successfully for so long in Montreal.

There is an excel-
____________________ ___________ lent site

engineers.
t onlyU11^ at t*le Hudson Bay post revealed the fact 
the hard? rat"e occasi°ns does the ice move quietly out 

solid and ° r a general thing, the ice cap remains 
ru$h of wU?f lsturh€d until it is shattered to pieces by a 
Southerly ? Cr- a°d float ice from the upper and more 
'nvariabiv P°rtlons °f the river, and heavy shoves almost 
as Spring aC™mPany the clearing of the harbor. So far

that
of

*®> indeed
close ’ very 
b e, , resemblance 
Haboreen Moose 
real t and M°nt- 
there • each case 
great 'S a river of
manysh?ndth with
Wit- y "allow areas,
the f0°rbStrUC.tion® in
“ 1 °f islands,
shoreslth Maying
nels ' "he chan-
Wiy, ate blocked
clear!

on the 
north shore of the 
estuary, extending 
from the post of 
Révillon Frères to 
the head of Sandy 
Island, for a de
velopment on the 
Montreal principle. 
The channel in front 
of this shore is of 
satisfactory depth, 
and the lands be
hind it have the 
proper contour for 
an efficient railway 
yard. The cost of 
1,000 ft. of crib 
wharfing may be es
timated at approxi
mately $150,000.

How often this 
wharf will be 

j flown in spring it is 
impossible to 
as the rise of the 
waters in the estu
ary, which reaches 
a maximum of 20 
ft., is caused en
tirely by the ice- 
shoves and the loca
tion of these shoves 
is very variable from 
year to year. Some
times the force of 
the break-up is ex
pended as far as 15 
miles above the bar, 
while at other times 
the shoving, jam
ming and flooding 
may continue to 
within three or four 
miles of the bar 

itself. In the spring of 1913 the final ice-shoves occurred 
at a point unprecedentedly low in the estuary, and the 
waters overflowed areas on which the engineers had, ,in a 
preliminary way, projected terminal works which were 
believed to be safe from flood.

Considering again the history of the port of Montreal,
Fig. 9 shows a map of the port some 20 years ago, be
fore it was decided that the traffic had grown to be of 
such importance that it could not be satisfactorily handled 
with terminal facilities that had to be removed out of the 
way of the action of the ice every year, and the present 
main harbor of Montreal was then designed, two principal
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The Northern Electric Company, of Montreal, ^'gin3 
ly closed a contract whereby it will establish in 
general headquarters for the west. i

HE University of Wisconsin has just issued * 
bulletin prepared by O. C. Berry, under the diffc
tion of Prof. A. G. Christie, on the characteristic
of the volatile matter in bituminous coal, 

bulletin covers a series of investigations to determine t 
temperature limits between which tars are distilled ”j). 
various classes of coal ; the temperature limits of 
maximum rate of evolution of tars, and the rela 
quantities of tars distilled from various general c^S^e 
of coal. The object of the research centres around 
important part which volatile matter plays in de termin'^ 
how the coal must be handled in order to obtain the 
results considering the enormous annual consumption^ 
coal of various kinds. Tar, being one of the mOSt^ere 
portant and troublesome constituents, especially w 
coal must be used in boiler furnaces or in producer p 
are the subject of a thorough examination along 
above lines.

The bulletin gives a thorough discussion of coal at^ 
its characteristics and also of the problems related to ^ 
question of tar and combustion. This is followed 
explanation of the test conditions as compared 
actual operating conditions and a record of the tests, 
conclusions arrived at are as follows : i

(1) Tars first commence to distil from any grade 
bituminous or lignite coals at about 300 degrees C.

(2) The greatest quantity of tars are distilled '3et^er 
the temperatures of 375 degrees C. as an average 
limit and about 475 degrees C. as the final temperatu

(3) The tars have all been evolved on the ave £ _ 
when the coal reaches a temperature of 550 degrees 
though in some cases tar did not cease to appear 1 
temperature reached 600 degrees C.

(4) The temperatures at which the tars distil are 
dependent on either :

(a) the geological age of the coal,
(b) the amount of volatile matter in the coal, ^
(c) the ratio of carbon to hydrogen in the c a 

coal tested.
In other words, tars may be expected to. 

disappear at approximately the temperatures give 
with any grade of American bituminous coal.

(5) There is no evident relation between the anc0al. 
of tar evolved and the amount of volatile matter 111

(6) There is evidently a distinct relation bctweJ0I1 of 
amount of tar distilled and the geological f°|lT^n rati° 
the coal, or, more particularly, the carbon-hydroge^ be 
of the coal. The maximum amounts of thick tars 
expected from coals with carbon-hydrogen ratios r the 
from about 13.5 to 18. It is also possible, ^n°^ct 
carbon-hydrogen ratio of any given coal, to Vre 1 th3* 
considerable accuracy the probable amount o ‘ ^ 
will be distilled as compared with some other kn°v ^

(7) There are added reasons for believing^
volatile matter of western coals contain fixed g noi)'
watery vapors of low heating value if ot en 1 ^ t3
combustible. This is shown by the sma amoun^^te 
deposited and by the low heating value when
on the “unit coal’’ basis.

T
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of

or »r
appebov*

n a
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TAR FORMING TEMPERATURES OF AMERICAN

COALS.
problems to be solved being protection from flooding and 
protection from the destructive force of the great ice- 
shoves which had been known to pile ice to the depth of 
60 ft. upon the then existing wharves. The latter diffi
culty has been met by constructing across the face of the 
harbor and parallel to the main thread of the river an 
enormous earth bank known as the Guard Pier. The 
material for this pier was obtained from the bed of the 
river in enlarging and deepening the harbor, and it is 
built to such height that no ice-shove has passed over it 
and by reason of its material and shape it is practically 
invulnerable so far as damage from ice action is con
cerned. Behind the protection of this pier the present 
concrete and timber wharves of Montreal were built and 
to an elevation which protects them from flooding except 
under the most extreme conditions, and on these wharves 
have been built the permanent sheds and other equipment 
which now constitute the handling arrangements of the 
port of Montreal.

It is noteworthy that the engineer for the Montreal 
Harbor Commission, Mr. John Kennedy, M.Can.Soc. 
C.E., was so fully satisfied of the soundness of his plan 
of guard pier construction, shown in Fig. 10, that he 
did not hesitate to place the entire fleet of the commission 
in the river, but behind the guard pier, during the first 
winter following the completion of its construction, and 
the very slight movements of the ice which have since 
occurred behind the guard pier are satisfactory proof of 
the soundness of the principles followed in its design.

In Moose Harbor there is an excellent site at Sandy 
Island which can be readily converted into a protective 
harbor of the Montreal type whenever the traffic of the 
port has grown to such magnitude that it will justify the 
expenditure involved in such construction, and there ap
pears to be no reason why this site should not be indefi
nitely reserved for the purpose.

It is not the view of the engineers of the commission 
that their work at Moose Harbor is yet so complete that 
the outlines of development, as now contemplated, will 
not be altered. It is proposed during the present year to 
determine the character of the material in the bar and to 
make a special study of the movements of the currents in 
the estuary. Attention will be given to the question of 
training walls in the neighborhood of the bar similar to 
those so successfully constructed by Captain Eads at the 
mouth of the Mississippi River, although, as already in
dicated, the judgment of the engineers is that the natural 
conditions in Moose Harbor do not call for the adoption 
of Mississippi methods.

As a conclusion, it may be said that the work which 
has been done up to date has proved beyond question that 
the construction of a deep-water terminal at Moose 
Harbor is perfectly feasible, and that it does not involve 
more than a very moderate expenditure. It may also be 
said that no problem will arise in the construction of the 
harbor works which has not already been successfully 
dealt with elsewhere, and that the exploratory surveys 
for the railway extension from the present terminus at 
Cochrane to the Harbor are so well advanced that this 
portion of the undertaking is known to be a piece of rail
way construction of the most ordinary type.

A 90-mile concrete boulevard along the shore of Lake 
Michigan, from Chicago to Milwaukee, is being planned.

An announcement was made at the Maritime Motor 
Show in St. John, N.B., to the effect that the Dominion 
Motor Car Company will erect a factory at Coldbrook, N.B., 
3 miles from St. John, to assemble and manufacture sections 
of a British car which will be placed on the Canadian market.
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to questio 3 ?er^a*n stated level is recommended in answer 
n°rmal crn T> and if such level is higher than. the 

Id .T1111’31 ^eve^ °f the lake, to what extent, if at 
i_ ,€ ^ake, when maintained at such level, over- 

s upon its southern border, or elsewhere

%

flow t
0n its born
would u er> ar)d what is the value of the lands which(3)ber submerged?
t'°n and k W^la.t Way or manner, including the construc
ted in]€(- P^ations of dams or other works at the outlets 
°.r edirectj° or i° the waters which are directly
S'ble and j tributary to the lake or otherwise, is it pos- 

of tj,3 Vlsable to regulate the volume, use, and out- 
rec0rnn)end ^aters °f the lake so as to maintain the level 
lîleans Qr e ln answer to question No. i, and by what 
0peration arrangement can the proper construction and 
,regulat;0 ° 1 egulating works, or a system or method of 
|nsnre ti ’ e best secured and maintained in order to 
l 6rests in , Uate Pr°tection and development of all the 
n St Postai0 Ved °n both sides of the boundary, with the 

Ublic and 1C- <flarnag'e to all rights and interests, both 
Propog^jVat®> which may be effected by maintaining

rUgineerô^f dle w*nter months of 1912-13 the consulting 
Var;oeVoted their attention to the gathering of data 

n • of th 1! governmental and other sources on both 
„,a,Ssance ® boundary. They also made a personal 
fi ,d *n ord f P°rtions °f the Lake of the Woods water- 
x ^ WorL- ,(> ascertain the extent and character of the 
>ch relin!-eSSary to determine the best means by 
n,,6 P°Ssih1,a °n m*ffbt be secured and also to determine 

&ht hav 6 effect that certain schemes of regulation 
uPon the various interests using the waters

recon-

boundary
WATERS OF RAINY RIVER 

DISTRICT.
HE negotiation® between Canada and the United 

VyUtes re^ative to the water level of Lake of the 
ds, and which have been under way for some 

Januar orme<f the subject of a progress report dated 
Internet- , \ 19I4> to the various governments by the 
referred1Qna ^°*nt Commission,

T
to whom the matter was

The collection of information has involved an im- 
SlJrJTIOUnt of difficult field work, including flood dam- 

the lai(€ eys °n the shores of the lake, storage surveys of 
tabularS t"1 t^e v*umity of the international boundary 
of tfie y 0 ^be Rainy River and reconnaissance surveys 
b°Undar" C°nbar^ storage basins lying wholly within the 
Under th^ e*tber country. The work was carried on 
and Mr a Upervision of Mr- A- v- White, of Toronto, 
of the on ’ • .Meyer> °f St. Paul, consulting engineers 
countr;es mrnissi°n, by field parties appointed by both

mcnse
age

Them*ssioner^°h°W*n^ questions were submitted to the com
ments :_S “y tîle Canadian and United States govern-

the wate D °^.der to secure the most advantageous use of 
flowing- fSt °f the Lake of the Woods and of the waters 
boundary1} ° and from that lake on each side of the 
ti°n an , 0r domestic and sanitary purposes, for naviga- 
Poses, and ^ransP°rtation purposes, and for fishing pur- 
°rder t0 s ,°r P0wer and irrigation purposes, and also in 
and harb eCUre t*1e 171051 advantageous use of the shores 
aud from °tVS ^ the lake and of the waters flowing into 
tain the s r mke, is it practicable and desirable to main- 
°f the ye Ur 3Ce °f the lake during the different seasons 
‘evelp y ar at a certain stated level ; and if so, at what

of the Lake of the Woods and the shores and harbors 
thereof.

During the winter the engineers also completed 
their plans for work in the field, and in the spring 
as conditions would permit survey parties were gathering 
the essential data. This field work was prosecuted 
throughout the summer and autumn of 1913. The 
with which the work was distributed and the energy with 
which it has been pushed forward has resulted in very 
substantial and gratifying progress in the gathering of 
important information upon some of which the commis
sion will no doubt base its final report to the two gov
ernments.

as soon

care

While the investigation is still incomplete and all 
figures must be subject to revision, it is stated in the 
progress report that the watershed involved in the in
vestigation—that is, the combined area of land and water 
surface above the outlet of the Lake of the Woods—is 
approximately 26,000 square miles, of which about 15,000 
square miles are in Canada and 11,000 square miles in 
the United States. This area forms part of the Hudson 
Bay watershed, which finds its principal outlet through 
the Nelson River. Into the character and extent of the 
main watershed below the mouth of the Winnipeg River, 
it is unnecessary to inquire, so far as the present investi
gation is concerned, but it is important to have some 
general knowledge of the waters which join the Winnipeg 
River from the northwest, and which go to swell the 
volume contributed to that river by the Lake of the Woods 
and its tributaries.
River and other affluents of the Winnipeg River below 
the outlet of the Lake of the Woods drain an area of 
about 29,000 square miles.

The intricate system of waterways which finds its 
outlet in the Lake of the Woods through Rainy River ex
tends on the one side into northern Minnesota and on the 
other into western Ontario. This area above the mouth 
of Rainy River is approximately 20,000 square miles. 
That portion of it above the outlet of Rainy Lake is about 
14,500 square miles. The Lake of the Woods itself con
tains an area of 1,400 square miles ; Rainy Lake, 325 
square miles ; and there are also within the watershed 

36 lakes ranging in area from 10 to a hundred square 
miles, besides a large number of smaller bodies of water.

It is estimated that the English

some

One of the results of the hearings was to bring out 
not only the variety and magnitude of the resources of 
the Lake of the Woods region, but also the importance 
of the interests involved in the development of these re- 

both sides of the boundary. Not less thansources on
$100,000,000 have already been invested in this important 
district, including the lumber industry, pulp and paper 
mills, power plants, flour mills, fisheries, etc. The lumber 
mills are situated at various points on the Rainy River 
and the north shore of the Lake of the Woods, the valu
able timber limits which supply them covering thousands 
of square miles in Ontario and Minnesota. Large pulp 
and paper mills are situated at International Falls, Minn., 
and Fort Frances, Ontario, and flour mills at Kenora, 
Ontario, on the north shore of the Lake of the Woods. 
Large power plants, representing an 
millions of dollars, are found at International Falls in

at Kenora •

investment of many

connection with the pulp and paper industry, 
for the operation of flour and other mills, and on Winni
peg River for the purpose of supplying light, hegt, and 
power to the city of Winnipeg and operating the Winni
peg street railway. The towns of International Falls, 
Fort Frances, and Kenora are also lighted by the power 
plants in their vicinity.
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Navigation has been maintained more or less on the 
Lake of the Woods and Rainy River for over 30 years by 
steam craft engaged in freight and passenger service, 
lumbering, and the fisheries, 
complained that their operations were interfered with by 
low water in Rainy River, caused by the operation of the 
power works at International Falls and Fort Frances.

The Canadian government has shown its interests in 
the navigation of these waters by subsidizing a line of 
steamers between Fort Frances and Kenora, by extensive 
dredging at the mouth of Rainy River, and by the pro
vision of lights and other aids to navigation. The United 
States government has also carried out dredging at War- 
road and elsewhere on the south shore of Lake of the 
Woods. Some years ago a sum of money was voted by 
the Canadian Parliament for improving the navigation of 
Rainy River at the Long Sault Rapids by means of a dam 
and lock. Difficulties arose owing to the international 
character of the stream, and in 1911 a private corpora
tion, the Western Canal Company, was incorporated 
having the same object in view. Nothing, however, has 
yet been accomplished.

Many years ago the Canadian government built a 
canal on the Canadian side of the river at International 
Falls. This canal is now closed at the upper end by the 
waste gates of the power dam, but the Canadian govern
ment has reserved the right to re-open the canal whenever 
it may be required for navigation purposes. In the plans 
of the power company the United States government also 
ordered provision for a canal on the American side, should 
it be found necessary at any future time. In connection 
with these existing or projected locks at International 
Falls and the Long Sault Rapids, mention may be made 
of a larger project, which has been mooted in Canada, 
for creating a navigable waterway by means of a series 
of locks and dams and the improvement of existing 
ways between Lake Superior and Lake Winnipeg.

A large portion of the country surrounding the Lake 
of the Woods and its tributaries is not of a nature suitable 
to agriculture, but farming is being carried on along the 
banks of Rainy River ; on the south shore of the Lake of 
the Woods, where there is much valuable agricultural 
land, in the neighborhood of the North West Angle, on 
the eastern shore of the lake north of Rainy River, and 
on some of the islands. Complaints have been made that 
some of these lands, which are low lying, have been 
flooded by reason of the maintenance of the Lake of the 
Woods above its natural level by the operation of dams 
at the outlet of the lake, which dams are wholly in Cana
dian territory.

The fisheries of the Lake of the Woods are both ex
tensive and valuable. Over 1,500,000 pounds of fish 
shipped from these waters in 1912. Statements were 
made at the hearings to the effect that changes of level in 
the lake were detrimental to the fisheries, as the lowering 
of the water injures the spawning grounds.

Some evidence was obtained at the hearings at In
ternational Falls, Warroad, and Kenora as to sanitation 
and the pollution of waterways. Complaints have since 
been received as to the pollution of the waters of Rainy 
River by sewage disposal and by the dumping of refuse 
from the pulp and paper mills at International Falls.

The hearings held by the commission in September, 
1912, indicated in a general way the requirements of the 
various interests concerned in the levels of Lake of the 
Woods :

(2) Agriculture, immediately along the shore of the 
Lake of the Woods, requiring a fixed maximum level’ 
which will obviate undue flooding and make available the 
greatest area along the shore for agricultural purposes-

(3) Industries, broadly divided into : (a) Manufactur
ing interests, requiring a more or less uniform fl°w 
throughout the year, (b) Municipal plants for light, heat 
and power, requiring a regulated flow, which varies with 
the seasons, the winter loads being heavier and necessi
tating an increased flow.

(4) Fishing, requiring a fairly uniform lake kvel’ 
otherwise considerable fluctuations will expose reefs an 
destroy fish spawn.

The navigation interests

Difficulties in Regulating Lake Levels.—The har
monizing of these interests, which under the extremes 0 
demand are conflicting, makes the problem of the regu' 
lation of lake levels somewhat difficult. The régulât*01' 
of the levels of the Lake of the Woods, having in vie" 
not only present but prospective needs, depends up011 
the regulation of the inflow as well as that of the outfloW’ 
It therefore involves two classes of controlling works •

(a) Primary works, to be located in boundary water5 
at the outlets from the Lake of the Woods.

(b) Secondary works, to be located in each country’
whict1to regulate the run-off into the boundary waters 

supply that lake.
In view of the entire drainage area involved, aboUf 

26,000 square miles, being largely wooded, these secon 
ary controlling works, necessary in a measure to-day’ 
will become imperative in the future. And the vast *n' 
terests depending on the timber supply in this, gr(-a 
watershed must be concerned in the upkeep of that suppv’ 
so closely related to the conservation of the water re 
sources of the district.

The field work in connection with the investigaj'°a 
has been divided into several more or less distwc 
sections :

water-

(1) Detail and reconnaissance surveys of the
of the Lake of the Woods, Rainy Lake, Namakan, Kab0 
togama, Sand Point, Crane, and a number of other lak®

(2) Topographic and other data relating to outkts 
of Lake of the Woods.

(3) Stream flow records and meteorological 
throughout the drainage

Extent and Necessity of Surveys.—The surveys *a 
connection with the Lake of the Woods fall naturally in_s 
two classes. So far as the south shore of the kke 
concerned, and certain areas on the east and west shore ’ 
where the lands are low lying, detail surveys are be11* 
made to show the effect on these lands—particularly fh® 
susceptible of cultivation—of various levels of the *a ^ 
The north shore, on the other hand, is generally m°r- 
elevated, and a comparatively rapid reconnaissance 5 . 
vey was considered sufficient to obtain the data nee 
in connection with the investigation.

Between the months of June and October, 
party of engineers made a detailed topographic and by 
graphic survey of the lowlands along the southern b°*0 
of the Lake of the Woods, from a point in Manitoba 
miles north of the international boundary, south and e ^ 
through Minnesota, and north again into Ontario, 
point about three miles northeast of the mouth of Ka Q{ 
River. Phis survey covered about 70 square ml eSe0„ 
actual area, and has been carried out in a manner t0 ^ 
able the commissioners to answer to what extent, * 
all, would the lake, when maintained at such level, 
flow the lowlands upon its southern border.

area.

were

over*(1) Navigation requires a high summer level of
the lake.

A
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c°mparablf • WPrk elsewhere on the Lake of the Woods, 
shore, vvill m c 1aracter to that already done on the south 
the la]<e c cover certain areas on the easterly shore of 
‘fcludinp- °m near the mouth of Rainy River up to and 
West shore / 1008 Lig Grassy River, also on the
Ward to N ,a^out ^'e international boundary north-
the enp-jnJ^ 1 . est Angle Inlet. It is proposed to place 

an , 18 ln the field as early as practicable this 
conclude the surveys before the early fall of

During 1913 a number of men of the Manitoba hydro- 
graphic survey of the Canadian Department of the In
terior have been engaged in collecting hydrographic data 
and in making surveys of the various outlets of the Lake 
of the Woods in the vicinity of Kenora and Keewatin.

In addition to the general field work, consisting of 
' detail and reconnaissance surveys, water gauges, estab

lished by departments of both governments, and the com
mission were being read once, twice, or three times daily 
at various points on the Lake of the Woods watershed. 
Current meter gaugings were made almost daily at the 
various outlets of the Lake of the Woods, and frequent 
meter gaugings were also made of various tributary 
waters. Complete meteorological records, embracing 
temperature, humidity, rainfall, evaporation, and wind 
velocity were kept daily during the season.

Although only a little more than a year has elapsed 
since the investigation was begun, the commission in that 
time covered by surveys and reconnaisance a large por
tion of the drainage area of about 26,000 square miles, 
and has also collected a vast amount of necessary and im
portant engineering data and obtained much other neces
sary information concerning the interests of the people 
in both countries to be affected by the final conclusions 
and recommendations of the commission. The data and 
information thus far obtained is being tabulated and put 
in proper and convenient form and from which maps are 
being prepared for the use of the commission in forming 
and illustrating its conclusions on which final recom
mendations to the United States and Canada can be based.

The waters involved in this investigation mark the 
boundary between two great countries for a distance of 
almost 500 miles. These waters are the common property 
of the United States and Canada. The right to their use 
is a right enjoyed in common by millions or more people 
living under separate and distinct governmental jurisdic
tions along and in the vicinity of the boundary thus 
marked. Heretofore the exercise by the people of both 
countries of this common right to the use of these waters . 
without international agreement or other limitation has, 
as we are informed, led to frequent and sometimes serious 
and acrimonious controversies and diplomatic negotia
tions between the two governments. These controversies 
have extended over a period of more than 15 years. At 
times they became so serious as to threaten destruction of 
private property.

Conclusions and recommendations, therefore, as to 
the normal levels and other conditions surrounding the 

of these waters, their future regulation and control 
and the limits within which the people on both sides of 
the boundary may hereafter exercise their common right 
to use these waters for sanitary and domestic purposes, 
for navigation, for fishing, for power, and for municipal 
and industrial purposes generally, to be of value to the 
governments must necessarily be based upon the most 
careful and thorough examination of all the facts essential 
to intelligent and correct conclusions and practical recom
mendations. While the work thus far has been conducted 
with all the expedition possible and at a minimum cost, 
to complete it will require at least as much time and labor 
as has thus far been expended.

spring-
*9i4.

Intiorthern l"y!n^ °ut fhe reconnaissance survey of the 
the princin°irt-°in t^e Lake of the Woods, including 
*as comme 1S,ands an<^ the shores of Shoal Lake, work 
carried al0 m ^ePtember, 1913, at Kenora and
taouth of An * ’n nortk a°d east shores of the lake to the 
the Woods * , -v’- The entire shore line of the Lake of
Lake, has ’ *nC ud*n£ the principal islands and Shoal 
Cornparativel°W °ecn exarn>ned, with the exception of the 
a*ready referr areas on the east and west shores

age Lake is the most important secondary
and the levTT ‘n tke Lake of the Woods watershed, 
terr>ationai F tke ^ake 's controlled by the dam at In
to wfiat e - a Was considered necessary to ascertain 
and What iient COLdd he utilized for storage purposes, 
r°tindino- . e effect of certain levels would be on the sur- 
Plcted, amt” u’ <amher, etc. This survey has been com- 
aad analv J -C results are now being plotted, collated,

. e<t ln the office.
'fade of ln^ bought desirable to have an examination 
above 8°me °f the larger secondary storage reservoirs 
°I Ontario' ^. anc* lying wholly within the Province
Phjc kr ’ arrangements were made with the hydrogra- 
^ftario ,C1 the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

These Ca,ry out the work.
'913, ancj . Sl»weys were carried out in the summer of 
^anitou T 'Ufh'ded an examination of LTpper and Lower 
Oleartvate %eS’ ®tukemamoan Lake, White Otter Lake, 

thiser/ Lakf> and Lac des Milles Lacs. As a result 
a<lvanced .Conna'Ssance the following opinions have been

to constrUaat cases it would be physically possible
c°titrol th*C Stora8'e works of sufficient extent to entirely 
*he Varin,6 r,Un"°^ of the watersheds above the outlets of

<»
above

st0r

of

, works of sufficient extent to control the run- 
c°bsideraj. le out,et of Lac des Milles Lacs would add 
°Ut of iar y to tfle area of the lake due to the drawing 
W°Uld be tracts of muskeg, and that some damage 

(.3) I at,Se<^ by backwater in the village of Savarne. 
fPire run^ ff€ Case. of all the other wakes examined the 
r°Hed bv ? Iheir respective watersheds could be con- 

??>ng jjri^ n,nparatively inexpensive works without dam- 
In lake arear 3ny va*ue and without material increase

a^ the 0llt,at dams have at one time or another existed 
p.°°d condV S ad *he above lakes, and timber dams in 
Utter, and' ^jn now exist at the outlets of Manitou, White

Separtmenfments have been made with the Public Works 
P- Lon °o t"ana(la for certain surveys in the vicinity 
'ver, ■" .ault Rapids, at the lower end of Rainy 

^ft eng;n °S b was not found possible for the depart- 
i tP'3 a JCP1,S t° complete this work during the 

11 £ engjr|^ni'|h survey party was detailed by the consult-
P ^frinn-' lu° make a preliminary survey.
xjls wer ^ 1 le SUmmer of 19-13 surveys above Kettle

?niakanLnT"med and embraced the north shore of

•«

use

season
At a representative meeting of the Niagara Dis

trict Hydro Radial Union at St. Catharines, it was 
decided to ask the various municipalities in Lincoln, 
Welland. Haldimand and East Wentworth to petition the 
Hydro-Electric Commission of the province to make a survey 
for a proposed radial line through the peninsula,



In. Fig. i, the separator screen consists of two 
firmly' connected parts, a smooth ring part, which lies 
diagonally in the sewage stream, and a hat-shaped 
frustum of a cone. The screen cone is cleaned by a 
special brush, the screen disc is in turn cleaned by re
volving brushes.

The usefulness of the screen depends particularly 
the construction of the screen plates which separate

MECHANICAL PURIFICATION OF SEWAGE

Description of Riensch-Wurl Screen as Used in German 
Practice.

IHE Riensch-Wurl Separator Disc is now being used 
in a large number of German sewage screening 
plants. The following are interesting abstracts 
from an article by Engineer Endris, of Hamburg, 

Germany, which is being distributed by the Sanitation 
Corporation of New York City, who have obtained the

T upon
the solids from the fluids. They are made of bronze or 
brass, slots of cone shape, widened out on the under 
side about }4 to 5 m.m. wide. The screen plates are so 

arranged on the iron framework 
as to cause the least possible loss 
of head in the water.

“The screen surface, being 
made of large plates, insures a 
smooth and uniform surface with
out any projections on which 
sludge might possibly accumu
late, while the close arrangement 
of the perforations provides the 
most advantageous possible use 
of the screen for the passage of

ft
InI
$

IIII
! the water.

The framework (Fig. 1) 
braced rigidly on all sides. All 
the load carried in a single one 0 
the arms of the disc is cared 
by a structural iron framework 
and is borne up by the main shaft 
itself. In the smaller and the 
medium sizes, up to 5 m.m. 

diameter, the framework is secured to the carrying sha 
and is hung to ball-bearing support which is supported X 
the service bridge. The ball-bearing support is con 
structed as pivot over the surface of the water. In t ^ 
larger types (5 m.m. in diameter and over) the shaft 1

0
!\
I

Fig. 1.—Elementary Outline of Riensch-Wurl Screen.

Canadian patent rights to the Riensch-Worl and other 
German sewage apparatus :

“The construction and method of the disc is clearly 
shown by the accompanying illustrations. It consists of 
a round disc provided with slots, the disc being suitably 
located at an inclined angle of 10 degrees to 30 degrees 
In the sewer, completely closing the cross-section of the 
canal. As Fig. 2 shows, the upper part of the disc ex
tends above the water. The profile of the disc always 
conforms closely to the surfaces of the canals and has 
the advantage that the surface offered to the water 
entrance increases to the proportion of the rapidity of the 
increase in the canal profile, which is not the case in a 
rectangular pipe. The diameter of the disc is chosen to 
suit the volume of sewage and ranges between 1.3 to 8 m.

“The capacity of the disc depends upon the rapidity 
of flow, and the size of the slots, and is between 6 and 
4,500 liters per second. The effluent of the main sewer 
is conducted diagonally against the disc. Shortly after 
the immersion of the rotating screen, it is covered with 
suspended matter, and during its travel through the water 
forms a sort of sludge filter, by which particles consider
ably smaller than the width of the slots are retained. On 
its exit from the water the screen is covered with solid 
substances of all kinds, as shown in Fig. 2. 
substances are cleaned off above the surface of the water 
by a set of rotating brushes mounted on a spider, which 
revolve around the spider shaft and also on their 
own axis.

m

V-M m
• jJi-VS

;

/

3MÉ
■ *...

w

The solid

Fig. 2.—Riensch-Wurl Screen, Showing Method °f 

Operation.

“In consequence of a special construction the bristles 
of the brushes are not pressed against the screen plate 
with too much force, nor the dirt squeezed through the 
slots, but the screen plate is gone over lightly and every 
spot brushed several times. The brushes carry the sludge 
into a circular trough, from which it is further trans
ported by buckets, belt conveyer, tilting carts, or other 
device.

in astationary and the framework of the screen rotates 
ball-bearing support arranged around the shaft above 
water. In this way all the weight is taken up by th<e 
ports above the surface of the sewage and is easily c 
for. A steady bearing is provided for the lower P‘q ed 
the main shaft, and consists of a roller bearing equlP 
with stuffing boxes.

of

I
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“Thorough lubrication, together with the slow 
rotatory movement (0.3-0.2 rotations per minute) and the 
small power consumed insures freedom from trouble.

“The manner in which the brushes are attached to 
a central brush body with radiating arms, makes the 
cleaning of the discs particularly efficacious. While in 
all other screen arrangements the screen surface is 
cleaned only once at each rotation the distribution of the 
brushes in the Riensch-Werl system permits the cleans- 
*ng of the plates as frequently as desired. Normally, 
the screen plates are cleaned from 4 to 5 times each rota
tion in such a manner that a clean brush passes over the 
Previously brushed surface. The brushes describe inter
secting paths on the plates so that no single spot is left 
untouched by them.

“Summarizing the principle features of the 
‘Large screening surface, high efficiency, low 

sumption of power and slight running expense, slight loss 
of head involved, adequate and substantial construction 
details, noiseless rotatory motion, and cleanliness. The 
mechanism is constantly in sight and the cleaning of it 
takes place above water; the clearance with walls of canal 
ls Precise and adjustable.’’

ENGLISH FOR ENGINEERS.

By Benjamin P. Kurtz,
(In California Journal of Technology.)

\\ hen facts of iron and steel, of girders and trusses, 
are turned into a written report, they are presented no 
longer in their own tangible, objective medium or ma
terial, but in the new and subjective medium of words. 
Now, in the first place, it is to be noted that in this 
passage from the realm of objective reality to written 
representation there is ever present the dangerous chance 
of deflection of facts and even of their actual transforma
tion—in a word, the danger of error. This merely be
cause of the sudden transition to a new and unaccustomed 
medium. More narrowly regarded, however, the diffi
culty arising here is that of accuracy of statement plus the 
adaptation of technical facts and information to the laws 
and economy of mental attention. In order to gain and 
hold the attention of the reader, in order to present facts 
in such fashion that they may be easily and thoroughly 
understood, and that the general proposition may be seen 
to be supported at every point by its details, so that 
there is the mutual proof of a complete harmony between 
parts and the whole—in order to accomplish this success
ful communication with another mind, it at once becomes 
necessary to marshal the objective facts or material in 
such fashion that they will find a ready, orderly, and em
phatic entrance into the mind of the reader. Facts with
out grouping dissipate the attention ; poor grouping, 
overlapping, division, insufficiently marked separation 
confuse the attention ; diffuse, wandering connections 
weary the attention ; neglect to distinguish between di
vision and implication, or between fact and hypothesis, 
muddle the conception of the reader ; tortuous and nebu
lous sentences befog the conception of the writer ; insuffi
cient recognition of the necessity of exemplification and 
illustration, and ignorance of their difference, leave the 
reader too much to do or undo ; the very lack of know
ledge of what constitutes a definition, and of the funda
mental methods of expanding a logical definition, lay the 
entire argument open to objection or render its outlines 
amorphous. In two words, the necessity of being under
stood, not the achievement of truth ; the necessity of pre
senting groups of facts in accordance with the habits of 
trained thought-attention, not the accuracy of turning 
fact into one phase—this is that new labor and skill re
quired of the technician when he expounds his facts and 
thoughts to other minds in the medium of words.

screen : 
con-

♦—

EFFECT OF CONCRETE ON STEEL.

That concrete has a preservative effect on steel has 
been known, and many instances have occurred 

, ere ancient concrete has been broken away from metal 
'''tth which it had been in contact for ages, and it has 

found that the surface of the metal was as bright 
|(nd clean as on the day when it was first placed in posi- 
J.?n- Some remarks made by Dr. W. H. Walker (the 
t lrector of the Research Laboratory of Applied Chemis- 
j.ry of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

* tie time ago will well bear repeating in this connection. 
wVery engineer is well aware of the fact that acidulated 

ater, no matter how small the percentage of acid may 
^ ’ tends to corrode steel by increasing the number of 
^ydrogen ions present, and Dr. Walker made it clear 
a^?m. the tests he carried out that there were certain 
a ahne substances present in concrete which corrected 
ay acidity, and so protected the contained metal work 
°m corrosion.

tj This fact has an important bearing upon the ques- 
c°n’ wh’ch lately has been much discussed, as to whether 
^ncrete will protect iron or steel from corrosion. Inas- 
libe 38 Portland cement, when it sets or hardens, 

ra*-es a quantity of caustic lime, which is a strong 
str*’ 3nc* s*nce ff00(l concrete is saturated with this 

alkali, the answer to the question must be in the 
in rmat’Ve> Iron or steel will not corrode when embedded 
Poo<?nCrete" But caustic lime is soluble in water, and 
•pjj r -v made concrete is not impervious to moisture. 
tya?r<2f?re’ *1 >ron he embedded in concrete through which 
hy ,er *s allowed at any time to percolate, this calcium 
cjjSgrate wiH be slowly, but surely, dissolved. With it will 
erhb#v?ear inhibiting action of the concrete and iron 

^ded therein will, in time, rust and become corroded, 
of ensure absolute protection of the reinforcing members 
hç c“ncrete construction, therefore, such concrete must 

°I Rood quality, and sufficiently dense and carefully 
e to render it waterproof.

some

one

BRIQUETTING OF SLACK.
“Conservation” calls attention to the fact that much coal 

is never utilized in Canada through piling the slack into 
huge ‘dumps.” Such material is very valuable, and by 
means of a briquetting plant, may be converted into fuel of 
commercial value. Tests made in the United States show 
that the cost per ton of briquettes loaded on cars, from a 
briquetting plant at the mine would vary from about $3.50 to 
$5- The binder used is tar, which may be obtained as a by
product in the manufacture of coke. The briquettes with
stand weathering better than ordinary coal, and there is less 
waste in shipment.mad

Renewed application will be made to the 
way Commission to order a start by the C.P.R. on 
its proposed freight tunnel from Burrard Street to the False 
Creek yards, according to a recent decision of the bridges 
and railways committee of the city council.

Rail-

We ^ztec Oil and Asphalt Refining Company of Canada 
lar m°ved from the Shaughnessy Building, Montreal, to 

^er °ffices in the Power Building, Craig Street, Montreal.
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Allentown Viaduct—2,650 ft. long, 140 ft. high.
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SOME LARGE CONCRETE BRIDGES

EXAMPLES OF THE APPLICATION OF CONCRETE TO BRIDGE DESIGN 
FOR VARIOUS USES—DETAILS OF THE IMPORTANT CONCRETE BRIDGES.

By L. S. BRUNER, A.M. Can. Soc. C.E-

Concrete was decided upon principally for two reasons. 
In the first place the surroundings were such as to 
rant a structure that would be in keeping with the natural 
beauty of the valley with its high wooded slopes on either 
side of the winding creek. Further, it was recognized 

that the maintenance of concrete would be 
very slight, due to the nature of the material 
and its great durability. While a fund for 
maintenance could have been provided for in 
any other class of structure, there was 
always the danger that the actual repair 
work might be neglected and the bridge 
become dangerous or unsightly, due to lack 
of .proper care.

Following the construction of the Walnut 
Lane bridge, large concrete bridges and

- ✓CONCRETE, in its modern meaning, has been used 
I in bridge construction for a great many years.
\^>l While at first these structures were rather small, 

there has been a gradual increase in the length of 
the spans and length over all until at present we

war-

see

■
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Paulin’s Kill Viaduct, D.L.&W.RR.— 
1,100 ft. long, 115 ft. above water.

HMn S iÉÊüÊËaMÆarches of over 300 feet and viaducts of 
from half a mile to several miles in length.

The last few years have witnessed a 
remarkable growth in the use of concrete 
for long bridges and viaducts. They have 
been used for all classes of traffic, from 
those over which the traffic is entirely 

to combined vehicular and
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mmvehicular,
tr0lQne "of the° earlier"of these immense Black Bay Bridge, Current River, Port Arthur, Ont.

structures was the Walnut Lane bridge in as
Philadelphia. It spans the Wissahickon Creek, the valley viaducts, seemed to spring up all over the continent 
of which is a part of Fairmount Park, and connects well as in other parts of the world. Hardly was X
Germantown and Roxborough, two of the city’s finest bridge started before the Salt Lake, Los Angeles a
residential districts. Prior to the construction of this San Pedro Railroad began the construction of a remtorc
bridge all traffic between the districts had to make a concrete bridge 1,000 feet long over the Santa Ana
wide detour at R‘ver s*de> California. . f

The total length of the bridge is 585 feet, consisting The year i9ro saw the completion of Medina
of a main span of 233 feet and five secondary spans. No bridge at San Antonio, Texas ; the Almendares bridge
reinforcement was used in the arch construction. The Havana Cuba ; and the Rocky River bridge at Ckvel
roadway is 150 feet above the creek and has a width of Ohio. The last named bridge was the largest of th
S6 feet, including sidewalks. The total cost was $262,000. having a total length of about 800 feet and a mam P

r >



are looking for an appropriate 
large assembling plant at or

q^a The Metal Shingle and Siding Company, with head- 
ït nters at Preston, Ont., has decided to establish a branch 

KeSma, Sask.

Co^ the first three months of the year the British coal and 
Wfik s“ipping trade exceeded 18,234,300 tons, as compared 

18.028,400 tons for the corresponding period of 1913.
tna ^ is reported from Sarnia, Ont., that a prominent 
go0rjU,acturing firm in the United States is looking for a 
a g0 *?cat’on at Point Edward, on which it intends to build 
Paj... sized plant for the manufacture of a creosote pre

ton for use on block pavements and railway ties.
kfejp?hnite word has been given to the Mayor of 
ling. pne Hat> Alta., to the effect that the Maple Leaf Mil- 
at fyr ?• ,°f Toronto will commence construction on its plant 
MiUi/tcine Hat in May ; and also the Ontario and Manitoba 
shortl ^ Company will commence construction on a plant very 
ab0u The two companies represent an investment of 
them *2>°°°>ooo. This word follows upon the recent state- 
blencp • Saskatchewan Bridge and Iron Works will com- 

lts $t,ooo,ooo plant at Medicine Hat within 30 days.

site i°r the construction of 
e to Winnipeg.clos

The Asphalt and Supply Company Limited, of Montreal, 
have moved from the Transportation Building to larger 
offices in the Board of Trade Building, Suite 303 to 307.

Announcement is made of the 14th annual t weeks’ sum
mer school of the College of Engineering of the University 
of Wisconsin, which opens on June 22nd. Courses of in
struction and laboratory practice are offered in electrical, 
hydraulic, steam and gas engineering, mechanical drawing, 
applied mechanics, testing of materials, machine design, 
shopwork and surveying, in addition to which, subjects may 
be taken in the College of Letters and Science.

Gifford-Wood Company, of Hudson, N.Y., are celebrat- 
ing the 100th anniversary of the founding of their business. 
In 1814 Elihu Gifford, grandfather of the present general 
manager of the company, founded the business at Hudson. 
In 1905 the business founded by the Gifford family was 
amalgamated with the firm of William T. Wood and Com
pany, of Arlington, Mass. The Wood firm also dates back 
to the very early part of the 19th century. In commemora
tion of the 100th anniversary, the firm has issued a hand
some souvenir booklet, giving photographs of the works ; 
of the executive staff ; and of the ice-handling machinery, 
ice tools. coakhandling machinery, elevators and 
and other equipment which they manufacture.

conveyers,
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of 280 feet, 47 feet longer than that of Walnut Lane. 
This bridge is 100 feet high and contains 26,000 cubic 
yards of concrete. It Was completed at a cost of $208,302. 

All kinds and conditions of construction

which is 4,778 feet, has 51 arches, almost all of which 
are founded on piles. Spokane, Wash., subject to great 
extremes of temperature, boasts two of the larger struc
tures. The first, Monroe Street bridge, has a main arch 
of 281-foot span and a length over all of - 784 feet. The 
second bridge, completed last year, is 940 feet long.

Quite a few of these bridges are over a thousand feet 
in length. These are : West 7th Street bridge, Fort 
Worth, Texas, 1,041 feet ; Dan River bridge, Danville, 
Virginia, 1,064 feet; Martin’s Creek viaduct, Kingsley, 
Pa., 1,200 feet; Connecticut River bridge, Washington,. 
DC., 1,341 feet; Penn Street bridge, Reading,. Pa., 
I,35° feet; Delaware River bridge, Yardley, Pa., 1,446 
feet; Colorado Street bridge, Pasadena, Cal., 1,470 feet ; 
Catawba River bridge, Charlotte, N.C., 1,670 feet; Main 
Street viaduct, Fort Worth, Texas,' 1,752 feet ; King’s 
Highway viaduct, St. Louis, Mo., 1,857 feet;
Avenue viaduct, Milwaukee, Wis., 2,088 feet ; Tunkhan- 
nock Creek viaduct, Nicholson, Pa., 2,230 fee*; South 
Eighth Street viaduct, Allentown, Pa., 2,600 feet ; Dallas- 
Oak Cliff viaduct, Texas, 4,778 feet, and the Galveston, 
Texas, causeway, 12,642 feet.

More complete details of the most important bridges 
are given in the table on next page.

are repre-
Sented in the later bridges. The Risorgimento bridge at

Ik, ÉaÉHi

3521 inssgr
Grand

Munro Street Bridge, Spokane, Wash.

5°me> Italy, with a span of 328 feet, is built on a pile 
oundation, the soil being almost a liquid mud. The 
®llas-Oak Cliff viaduct in Texas, the total length of

T*.!., à
üiaSte-T-Li ill ; ;jv

1

mI1
Walnut Lane Bridge, Philadelphia.
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ARCHITECTURE IN ENGINEERING WORK.

During the last few years considerable attention has 
been paid to the aesthetic appearance of the engineer’s 
work, especially in the larger undertakings. Much, how
ever, might be accomplished to render the engineer’s 
solution of the smaller problems not only economical and 
useful, but pleasing features of the landscape.

Mr. C. H. Mitchell, Consulting Engineer for the 
Dominion Water Power Branch, in designing a small 
power station to be situated near Banff in the Rocky 
Mountain Park, offered prizes to the students in the De
partment of Architecture of the University of Toronto for 
suggestions of an architectural treatment, 
fifteen designs submitted by the students, all of which 
have considerable merit and offer valuable suggestions to 
the engineer in his study of similar problems. The 
students of the University were all intensely interested 
in the solution of this problem, and the staff in charge 
have expressed themselves as feeling greatly indebted to 
Mr. Mitchell, and also to the Commissioner of Dominion 
Parks, Mr. Harkin, and to Mr. Challies, both of whom 
not only gave their consent, but were kind enough to 
loan photographs of the surroundings of the intended 
station.

There were

The award of the competition was as follows : 
First prize—A. C. Wilson.
Second prize—M. Denison.
Third prize—L. Husband.
Mention—H. Heaton and H. R. Watson.
It is perhaps needless to inquire if our readers 

concur in the opinion that certainly all those power sta
tions erected for the public, especially those located 
any tourist centre, should have some such local feeling 
and architectural character as represented by the illustra
tions appearing in this issue. The local governments, as 
well as the federal, could do much to educate and refine 
their citizens if more attention were paid to these matters.

near

THE GOOD ROADS CONGRESS IN MONTREAL.

The provisional programme of the Canadian and 
International Good Roads Congress to be held in Montreal 
during the week of May 18th, has just been issued. The 
following speakers, together with their subjects, 
among those who will take part in the proceedings :

W. H. Connell, Chief of Bureau, Department of 
Public Works, Philadelphia, Pa.—“Important Considera
tions Entering Into the Selection of Pavements for Roads 
and Streets. ”

R. W. Brock, Deputy Minister of Mines, Dominion 
Government, Ottawa, Ont.—“Road Materials and Their 
Use.”

are

Arthur H. Blanchard, Professor, Highway Engineer
ing, Columbia University, New York—“Modern Bitu
minous Surfaces and Bituminous Pavements.”

W. A. McLean, M.Can.Soc.C.E., Provincial High
way Engineer, Department of Public Works, Province of 
Ontario, Toronto, Ont.—“Highway Legislation.”

A. T. Laing, Lecturer, Highway Engineering, Uni
versity of Ioronto,—“Technical Training of Highway 
Engineers. ”

Archibald Curry, C.E., City Engineer, Ottawa, Ont. 
—“Macadam Roads With Bituminous Tops.”

E. A. James, B.A.Sc., Consulting Engineer, York 
County Highway Commission, Toronto, Ont.—“Main
taining Macadam Roads.”
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which, owing to the small cross-section, requires only

—““ tT^°;r«Li ss-vsTreasurer, The American Society 
of Engineering Contractors, New York City— 0 
Road" Construction in the United States and England.

Irwin, B.A.Sc., Editor, The Canadian 
Relation of the Technical

T. Hugh Boorman,
slight. In consequence 
an ample circulation takes place.

The storm sewers are carried on the shortest route t 
the nearest river or flowing water. By avoiding all long 
routes better grades and correspondingly smaller c 
sections are obtained. At the same tun.h the.ram water 
pipes can be laid at smaller depths as they have 
drain deep cellars.

For the separate system 
off either completely or partially.

Hyndman
Engineer, Toronto, Ont.—
Press to the Good Roads Movement.

Paul D. Sargent, M.Am.Soc.C.E., Chief Engineer^ 
State Highway Commissioner of Maine, Augusta, Me. 
‘‘Development of the State Highway System m -

B. Michaud, Deputy Minister of Roads’ ^provînœ 
Quebec, Quebec City-" Highway System of the Province

°f ^Lieut Col W N. Ponton, Hon. President, The 
Lieut.-Col. W. of Trad€j Belleville, Ont.—

in the Progress of Cities and

The
1

Maine.”
the surface water is carried 

The saving is important
by the omission of storm sewers As soon as naisan^e 
are caused to the traffic by the s perficial removal of *^ 
rain water, or nuisances of any other kind ^
a new layout of a storm sewerage system can alw y

effected.
The separate system is always an advantage 

stream into which the effluent is to be 
reached by means of short sewers, while the ^
flow, on the contrary, has to be conveyed fo the
tancé on a flat grade. The route of
large quantities of storm water is in this case gewerS 
with the separate system. The long sanlltaJ remoVal 
having only small cross-sections, thus e fl0w)
per unit of quantity of sewage (storm and sanitary 
is less than the removal in a common condui .

Likewise, the separate system is Pref?rab ®.;le the 
sewage has to be pumped to a higher elevatio ^ A 
storm water runs off by gravity on a natu ra » in the 
further advantage is that the house“^"““tory «»*

in the

Ontario Associated Board 
‘‘Good Roads as a Factor

if theTowns. ”Dr E M. Desaulniers, Chambly County, M.L.A^, 
St. Lambert, P-Q-—“Road Legislation of «he Prov.nce of 

Quebec, Compared With Other Provinces.
Major W. W. Crosby, Consulting Engineer St 

Highway Commission, Baltimore, Maryland, R- ^

Roads, “d “7c“oris°'OSS? haven“is“ signified 
E intention of being present and of reading papers.

Among the exhibits will be that of the Department 
, p . vVorks of the Ontario Government consisting °„ a series^ mînalul, models showing the development 

of road building from the early Roman roads to the typ 
in use at the present time.

for the conveyance 
be backed up by heavy showers 

be of value in flat districts.
cannot be car

of the separat 
corf1'

separate system 
not liable to 

sewers which may
In the case where the storm sewers 

to rivers closely located, the twin sewers 
system are always more expensive than the slmp 
bined system, and the latter is to be preferred. ifl.

A great factor in favor of the separate sys ei ce 
deed the easier purification of the sewage in conseq 
of the more uniform condition. 0jete

However, it is often necessary to la^oat,3 “teni in 
scheme on the separate and on the conlb' d £ bear 
order to compare the two. Here it is necessaJ sySterf
mind that the house EombiXaP-^

more careful at 
finding its

are
ried

letter to the editor.

North Toronto Sewerage System.

I would like, as a civil_ engineer, to 
attention to a statement made in one of e

opinions 
sewerage system
draw your
Cl051 MrPMurray refers to the city engineering officials as 
being ‘‘wedded7to the old-fashioned combined sewerage
system, . . .” I beg to take objection to the use ot

‘‘old-fashioned.”
It is an idle question to 

system is superior to 
tain conditions the latter may 
former may be more suitable.
lui denends on the local condition, especially on 

• d lion^f the flowing river into which the effluent is led 
dlt,on of the ^hod^of purification adopted Since bo h

«-5? ï ÏÎ1Ï «MS
resS=" o" which is .0 be preferred in the locality under 

consideration.

cost twice as much as 
the fact that the construction requires 
tion necessary to prevent the storm water
into the sanitary sewers. _ „deniable

From what I have said and in spite of the u ^ to 
advantages of the separate system, there 1> no old'
call as an adherent of one system, the otn gS 
fashioned. Such a behavior shows sewerag
and deserves no consideration. The cost oft ^ the 
system, the method of purification to be adopted, .^.ve 
condition of the flowing stream are the y 
momenti.

way

the term ask whether the separate 
Under cer-the combined system.

be better, for others the 
More correctly speaking, 

the con-

and on
combined system is *n.sjab°. \a°K& 

one has consider - 
gineering expef

Therefore, if a 
objectors can only conclude that 
the experience and ability of

inciting myopia of would-be engineers.
ERWIN KOHLMANN, g,

Dr.-Ing., Dipl-'10*

that
an en

er can nSSbSÆ

They Consequently can be designed with small cross- 
J • whirb the velocity and cleansing action 

relatively large and uniform. The cross-section!; are usu-

filhng up of the half «»» |,r,,'c;h|„ m„ter seldom
ErETsE- be easily removed by regular flushing

As to the

are
Toronto, April 29, ig1^

eXterf
[Note—The foregoing letter refers to an- R 

project recently recommended bysewage

c •



ThM , e P°rt Arthur citv council has been approach-
fa, by J-
avorabl Stewart of Chicago with a request for 

e consideration of a proposal for the location of 
side S3S p,ant at Port Arthur.

^ by the industrial
h

c0a)
The matter is being con- 

committee of the council.
et)tere been reported that the Standard Oil Company has 
Mtf, y *nto an agreement with the Chinese government, or 
°f ^ Uan Shih-Kai, the dictator president, for the control 

^ e*tensive oil fields of northern Shensi. The amount

l

Harris, Commissioner of Works, Toronto, for that section 
of the city formerly known as the town of North Toronto. 
Phe scheme calls for a combined system, the estimated 
ultimate cost being $4,144,256. The improvement divides 
the district into two sections at Eglinton Avenue. In the 
Action north of Eglinton Avenue it is proposed to con
struct lateral sewers to cost $422,000 and thirteen trunk 
sewers to cost $584,644. Two storm outlet sewers are 
Provided, the cost of which is estimated at $366,275. The 
sewage disposal plant for this district will cost $305,900 
and consist of a stand-by tank for the treatment of storm 
^ater> detritus tanks, Imhoff tanks, chlorinating devices, 
s udge-drying beds and sprinkling filters.

. . The sewage disposal plant in Section 2, will be 
similar to the above, but of larger capacity, and will cost 
Pproximately $400,000. The work in this section in- 

c°ves the construction of lateral sewers estimated to 
ost $390,000 and seven trunk sewers costing $648,000. 

two storm outlet sewers will cost about $360,000, while 
a dry-weather-flow sewer to the disposal works is also 
P °posed. It should be stated that the estimate of each 
•sposal plant includes a site for future development and 

each trunk sewer will have a superficial 
n£ four square feet.

jyj In the interview to which Mr. Kohlmann refers, Mr. 
tyUrray> who designed the present system of sewage in 
0 0rth Toronto, criticises the expenditure of $4,000,000 

* e Proposed combined system. The present system 
sew designed . on the separate plan, to take domestic 
ne a£e only with a small proportion of roof water where 
^eessary, but no surface water. Mr. Murray contends 

at the separate system is the only suitable one for the 
On nCt’ claiming that the purification point of view is 

°f the cllief considerations relative to its sewage 
Riv Cm aS the Practice of discharging sewage into the Don 

Or must be continued for some time. In pronouncing 
su, s^Parate system of sewage as the ideal one for a 
Pfohm" district such as North Toronto, which will 
M abIy be free from manufacturing industries, Mr. 
linerf3^ adudes to tbe excessive cost of the project as out- 
citv above and refers, as Mr. Kohlmann states, to the 
fash-engineering officials as being wedded to the old- 

loned combined sewage system. Hence Mr. Kohl- 
ann s criticism.—Editor.]

area exceed-

thç

A NEW STEEL SHEET PILING SECTION.
new form of Lackawanna steel sheet piling section is 
eing rolled for use in go-degree corners of rectangular 
ams or retaining walls, either with the hook or guard 

of . °ntside. These rolled corners overcome the necessity 
Mo Sln** specially fabricated and less easily driven corners. 

e°ver, they weigh less per lineal foot than the fabricated 
6rs, and can be used wherever the conditions of load 

excessive. With the flexibility characteristic of this 
tnent joint the two new corners will meet most require-

low
Co«erd 
0,1 the

c°rn
are

SEWAGE pollution of boundary waters.

HE investigation into the pollution by sewage of 
the boundary waters between Canada and the 
United States has received frequent mention in The 
Canadian Engineer. The whole subject is being 

well summed up by Dr. Allan J. McLaughlin, chief sani
tary expert and director of field work for the International 
Joint Commission, in a paper to be read next week at the 
convention of the American Water Works Association, 
and published in the Journal of the Association for March, 
1914. In December, 1910, Dr. McLaughlin was directed 
to investigate the sewage pollution of interstate and in
ternational waters with special reference to the spread of 
typhoid fever. In 1911 he completed a sanitary survey of 
the entire watershed of the Great Lakes on the United 
States side of the boundary. Briefly the conditions found 
were as follows :—

T

An excessive prevalence of typhoid fever, especially 
in the winter and spring months, punctuated at intervals 
by explosive epidemics. This excessive prevalence of 
typhoid fever especially in the winter and spring months 
was due in greatest measure to the unrestricted discharge 
of sewage into interstate and international waters used 
as sources of public water supplies. Disaster followed 
the use of this sewage polluted water for one of two 
reasons, either a failure to purify or the inefficiency of the 
attempted purification.

The delusion that water from the Great Lakes or 
connecting rivers needs no purification has been 

cherished for years in our cities and even with our dis
graceful record of waterborne typhoid and the lessons of 
numerous disastrous epidemics, it is still no easy task to 
convince municipal officials that purification of these 
waters is necessary.

The remedies suggested by the writer at that time
were :—

1. Safe water supplies, that is, .. 
safe by daily bactériologie examination.

2. Supervision and control of water supplies by the 
state to ensure efficiency and a safe effluent at all times.

3. Control of sewage discharge within permissible 
limits to prevent an unreasonable burden 
upon filter plants.

4. Prevention of pollution from vessels.
In order to secure efficient and uniform results from 

the application of these remedies, he recommended that 
two sets of standards for water be formulated.

i- Standards for filtered or treated water.
2. Standards for raw water at the intakes.
In accordance with this recommendation in January, 

j91?’ thf U-S; Surgeon-General appointed a commission 
ror the determination of

water shown to be

or responsibility

a standard of purity for drinking 
a,t.er’. and the rePort of that commission will soon be 

published. This report will furnish a minimum standard 
to which all common carriers, trains and vessels must 

m '?.preveiît the sPread of disease in interstate 
Th • 18 Cornishes the first standard recommended,
the hxing of the second standard or standard for raw 
water at the waterworks intakes is a much more complex 
problem. However, great strides have been made in this 
direction also.

A committee of the national association for the pre
vention of pollution of rivers and waterways, made up of 
Ceo. C. Whipple, Edward Bartow, Geo. M. Wisner, H.

• yark, and Dr. McLaughlin, studied the problem of 
standards m a general way and agreed upon certain fun
damental principles which made a very good starting

May 7, 1914. THE CANADIAN ENGINEER 703
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Service, the Provincial Boards of Health of Ontario and 
Quebec, the State Board of Health of Michigan and the 
Department of Health of the State of New York was 
secured and was of very great value to the Commissi 
in carrying out the work.

The work extended
through the entire chain of the Great Lakes and St. 
rence River to the St. Johns River on the Maine-Ne« 
Brunswick border. Field work began in April and tern 

There were over 1,400 sampling
ined

This brings us to thepoint for more intensive studies. . .
of the International Joint Commission.

... Commission is misleading, as this body is 
tribunal formed under the treaty of January 

Britain and the United States 
of the boundary

work
The term

in reality a
11, 1909, between Great 
to prevent disputes regarding the 
waters and to settle questions now pending or which may 
arise hereafter between the United States and Canada, 
involving the rights, obligations or interests of either in 
relation to the other or the inhabitants of the other along 
their common frontier. In addition to their judicial 
powers the Commission, under Article IX. of the , tr^J’ 
is empowered to investigate and report upon such ques
tions as may be referred to it by the two governments. 
It is provided that such reports under Article IX sha 
not be regarded as decisions of the questions and shall in 

have the character of an arbitral award under

from the Lake of the Woods
LaW-use

nated November 1.
points and over 19,000 samples taken and exam 
bacteriologically. The report presents as indices of pom 
tion the average number of the colon bacillus per 100 cc- 
of water and the number of bacteria per cubic centime

. The results of the investigation are shown oy 
in concise form for each sampling point an

In addition,
of water
averages
cross-section by tables and colored maps, 
diagrammatic representation is employed to show the 
gree of intensity of the area of pollution in each sectio 
of the boundary waters. In certain localities on 
Great Lakes and in all their connecting waters dangerou 
sewage pollution was shown to exist, but the bulk 01 
Great Lakes waters remains in its pristine purity, 
investigation shows that the colon bacillus is practica 

present in unpolluted waters, and that the nor 
bacterial content of Great Lakes water is less than 10 P 
cubic centimeter. Great Lakes water is classified en 
lively into five classes in this report, from the relati ' 
pure water through slight, moderate, serious to & 
pollution. The sources of pollution in the order of tB 
importance are sewage from cities, sewage from v® . je 
navigating these boundary waters, and the inevl“L 
pollution following rains and thaws. The distance P 
tion may travel in the Lakes was demonstrated a s0- 
the mouth of the Detroit River and at the mouth ot 
Niagara River serious pollution extends normally . 
than 10 miles into the lakes and on occasion was 
16 to 18 miles from shore. The distances from the c - 
of pure water in the lakes, the enormous cost ot 1 ^ 
pipe lines, coupled with the engineering difficulties 
placing intakes beyond a 70-foot depth, make it imp 
ticable in most instances to secure pure water from 
lakes without treatment. The present position of m 
is such that there is not a single municipality using 
water which can be said to possess a safe water supr -

no way
this investigative function.

The question of pollution of boundary
S„'° ^astm,li2tL,,1h7te,Ta^"wi.h the

follows :—
i. To what extent and by what causes 

what localities have the boundary waters between the 
United States and Canada been polluted so as to 

the public health and unfit for do-

waters was re- 
The

never
and in

be injurious to 
mestic or other uses ?

2 In what way or manner, whether by the con
struction and operation of suitable drainage canals 
or plants at convenient points or otherwise, is it 
possible and advisable to remedy or prevent the 
pollution of these waters, and by what means or ar
rangement can the proper construction or operation 
of remedial or preventive works, or a System or 

of rendering these waters sanitary and suit-
be best secured andmethod

able for domestic and other uses, 
maintained in order to insure the adequate protection 
and development of all interests involved on both 
sides of the boundary, and to fulfil the obligations 

in Article IV. of the waterways treaty ot 
January 11, 1909, between the United States and 
Great Britain, in which it is agreed that the waters 
therein defined as boundary waters and waters flow- 

the boundary shall not be polluted on either
the other?

undertaken

without treatment.
As might be expected, the areas most grossly po 
in the connecting rivers upon which large cities ^ 

The pollution from vessels renders the 
River above the cities of Sault Ste. Mar‘e sSel 

of water supply without treatment, and ^ 
pollution combined with the sewage from the crt* ,s 
Sault Ste. Marie cause gross pollution of the St.
River from the Sault to Neebish Island.

Because of sewage pollution there is 
St. Clair River from which a safe water supply cou 
secured without treatment.

The Detroit River is polluted from 
Sandwich sufficiently to make the water an 
of water supply. From below Sandwich to 
Detroit River is grossly polluted from shore to sho

Gross pollution in the Niagara River ext< n(*s jand, 
the America!1! shore from Buffalo to Strawberry tjie 
throughout the entire Tonawanda Channel, and be ugh' 
Falls gross pollution extends from shore to shore 
out the entire river and for miles out in Lake On .1 ^ 

Investigation of the St. Lawrence River (Lake 0 
Thousand Islands) was made at two distinct season-

lluted
at*ing across

side to the injury of health or property on are
situated. 
Mary’s 
as a source

The Commission took up first the question of loca
tion, origin and extent of pollution. At the Detroit 
session February 20, 1913, Dr. McLaughlin was p aced 
in charge of the investigation as chief sanitary expert and 
director of field work. Associated with him on the Cana
dian side were Dr. John W. S. McCullough, Chief Health 
Officer of Ontario, and Dr. John A. Amyot, Professor o 
Hygiene University of Toronto. Canadian laboratories 

established at Fort Frances, Port Arthur, Sault Ste.
Sarnia, Windsor, Amherstburg, Port Stanley, 

Erie Niagara-on-the-Lake and Kingston, Ontario, 
American laboratories were established

in the 
Id be

pointno

Lake St. Clair ^
unsafe soug 
its mouth

were
Marie
Fort
and Montreal. . , .
at Port Huron, Michigan, Detroit, Michigan;
Revenue Cutter “Morrill”; Buffalo, New York; Youngs
town, New York; Clayton, New York; and Van Buren,
Maine.

on

In the interest of economy and efficiency it was deem
ed wise to utilize such established governmental agencies 
as might be available for the field investigation Accord
ingly the co-operation of the United States Public Healt
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results obtained in April showed a slight degree of pollu
tion. The results obtained in August showed a greatly 
increased pollution obviously due to the increase i 
mer resort population and to the sewage discharge from 
vessels.

The greatest obstacle to proper operation and con
trol of plants has been the difficulty of securing the right 
man to place in charge of the plant. The best type of 
man for this position is a graduate in sanitary engineer
ing. He will not only be conversant with the mechanical 
details of the plant, but will be able to adjust his chemicals 
according to the constituents and needs of the raw water. 
Most important of all, he will be able to make daily bac
teriological examinations to determine the efficiency of 
purification. Nearly all the disasters due to sewage- 
polluted water supplies which have occurred were due to 
lack of daily bacteriological knowledge of the public sup
ply or the inefficient operation of plants by unskilled men. 
The employment of such a graduate is economy even in 
small cities. There may be cases, however, where it is 
impossible, for economic reasons, to pay the necessary 
salary. In these cases local men must be employed, and 
trained to do the work. Here the Board of Health will 
find a very useful function. The State authorities could 
supervise the installation of a small, inexpensive labora
tory equipment in small plants and give instruction to the 
local man in making the necessary water examinations. 
Whenever possible, however, young graduates of sanitary 
engineering schools should be employed ; and such 
are well worth their salary, considering the saving in the 
economical adjustment of chemicals and fuel costs made 
possible by intelligent supervision. The greatest asset, 
however, to be credited to skilled operation is the saving 
of human life effected and the satisfaction of knowing 
rhat safe water is being furnished every day.

in sum-

The report of the field work gives an accurate survey 
°f the origin, location and extent of pollution and com
pletes the first half of the reference. The Commission is 
about to take up the second half of the reference which 
relates to remedies for pollution.

Dr. McLaughlin’s suggestion to the Commission in 
regard to proceeding with the second part of the reference 
consisted of three steps :

I- Secure the opinions of the most eminent sanitary 
engineers by submitting a list of questions.
°pinions would form a sound basis for formulating a 
general policy and possibly some general minimum re
quirement.

These

2. Public hearings at which the municipalities could 
Present their cases including expert engineering testi- 
rn°ny, plans and projects.

3- Employment of expert sanitary engineers for the 
cumulation of special standards for each waterway in 

^xcess of general minimum requirements depending upon 
°cal conditions and necessities.

men

It is probable that the Commission will proceed some
what according to this outline. In so doing and in carry- 
ng out the third step formulation of special standards, 

VVe vvill realize the second of the essentials which 
Accessary for the protection of the public health, viz. : A 

andard for the raw water at the intakes.
The standard for raw water at the intakes in each

are

Reality seems to be the only means by which an equitable 
Justment can be secured between the two agencies in 
°ducing safe water, viz. : water purification and sewage

treatment.
In concluding his paper, Dr. McLaughlin strongly 

Centuates to the American Water Works Association the 
s c<:ssity for safe water supplies and he enumerates 
; eral cardinal necessities to be observed in the purvey- 
lng of

The Mississippi River Commission, which met at St. 
Louis, Mo., on April 15, agreed to recommend that Congress 
appropriate $12,000,000 for the improvement of the river next 
year.

Approximately 500 mineral claims have been staked at 
Beaver Lake and registered at the Dominion land office at 
Prince Albert, Sask., since the rush to the goldfields com
menced a few months ago, and 350 powers of attorney have 
been taken out.

At a general meeting of the Standard Oil Company of 
Canada, held on April 16, in London, Eng., resolutions were 
agreed to for the reconstruction of the company and the 
registration of a new company under the name of the Coats- 
worth Natural Gas Company, Limited. The capital of the 
new company will be .£35,000.

The Commission of Conservation at Ottawa, acting in 
co-operation with the provincial governments, has been 
making an extensive investigation into the water-powers of 
the western provinces. Field parties have covered practically 
all the territory in these provinces, particularly in British 
Columbia, and a report will be issued shortly, giving full 
data, including the results of systematic stream 
ments. The information respecting the water-powers in the 
eastern provinces was published in a report by the commis
sion two years ago.

water to the public.
There has been entirely too much confidence in un- 

surface supplies. A surface supply from an in- 
watershed is rarelv safe without treatment and 

u only be said to be safe when daily bactériologie ex- 
p. 'nation shows it to be free from pathogenic or intestinal 
?errns. 
hist

Seated
"abited

To ensure safe water bactériologie control is 
as much a necessity for water purification plants as 

i^r Untreated supplies. With a polluted source the mere 
allation of a purification plant does not guarantee safe 

ater. 
effici

for

measure-
Even if perfect in design and construction unless 

ently operated and controlled a safe effluent need notbebv CXP€cIed. Reference was made to filter plants designed 
proVery capable engineers—perfect mechanisms which if 

f’€rly operated would produce safe water—placed in 
ab ]anc*s °I an assassin who was a promoted stoker and 

0 ately ignorant of bacteriology or chemistry.
0f Another point brought out referred to the adjustment 
he , balance between water purification and sewage 
Mth rnCnf" He has seen very good filter plants struggling 
Sp0 ,a raw water which imposed an unreasonable re- 
<W,.blIity uP°n the plant. A safe effluent under such 
filte b°ns was secured at the price of eternal vigilance. 
\yi, r Plants are not infallible and their operators, even
a S? sk«led,

c9rr; Wbere necessary treatment of sewage should be 
)ed at least far enough to secure this result.

The following items of expenditure were given in the 
summary of capital expenditure published in the report for 
1913 for the corporation of the city of Vancouver, B.C. 
General Funds :—

Street and lane improvements
Sewers ..........................................
Bridges.........................................
Rock crusher and bunkers . .
Waterworks .................................
C.P.R. subway .........................

Local Improvements :—
Cement walks and curbs . ..
Pavements ....................................
Street widening .........................
Opening lanes ............................
Ornamental street lighting . .
Macadam roadways ..................
Wooden curb ..............................
Re-surfacing .........................
Street and lane extensions ....

the
$582,322.86 

540,107.16 
217,674.96 

10,167.15 
678,416.40 
21,728.33

138,132.99 
657,838.20 
427,940.64 

17,899.13 
38,608.21 

832.85 
92.70

',567-45
38.40

are only human. Dr. McLaughlin believed 
Cent raw water should be made available for all plants
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is slightly flattened to enable the making ot agoodcoo- 
tact between it and the specimen of steel. The met 
portable and indicates temperatures up to 1,400
(2,552° F-)-

The specimens of the steel to 
small so as to heat quickly and uniformly, 
specimen is made with two duplicate parts 
inches long by ^ inch wide by M inch .thick- ^
pieces are clamped, by means of two /e inch bolts, 
on either side of the welded part or extreme aid of 
thermo-couple. Care is taken to form a tight contact,

ELECTRICITY IN THE STEEL 
HARDENING ROOM.

THE USE OF

be tested should be
A well-formed

f each i
These

By R. H. Cunningham, B.A.Sc.,
General Manager, Canadian Hoskins, Limited,

Walkerville, Ont.

N April 16th, 1914, issue of 1 he Canadian ^
writer attempted to present in a general ay the he 
treatment operation of steel known as the Procfss 
hardening, and to explain its effect in relation to the 

varying composition which the material may have the 
article referred to the critical temperatures which were 
associated with steels of different carbon content, and 
touched upon the theory governing the peculiar phe 

and characteristics one found in connection wi 
the process. The necessity of accuracy for good results 
in the hardening of carbon steel was emphasized, and 
is the purpose of this article to describe a practical means 
of determining the correct temperatures upon which these 

good results depend.
The necessary apparatus for the process w ich e 

writer has in mind consists of a small electric furnace m
of the steel to be tested, a 

for indicating the tem- 
of heat-

I
nomena

which to heat a specimen 
special thermo-couple pyrometer
ing^and
to the thermo-couple. The apparatus for this purpose 
as shown in Fig. 1, illustrating what is known as 
Hoskins’ recalescent outfit has a crucible chamber 21/x 
b in diameter and 2^ inches deep. Heat is produced 
bv means of the resistance offered to the passage 
electic current through the “resistor” or heating ele
ment. This “resistor” is of a special metal in the form 
of wire which is wound in close contact with the chamber

T//V1C fM/KCJTZSj ,

Fig 2.—Heating-cooling Curve, Showing Location 0 
“Critical Temperatures.”

though not to cause an undue strain on the couple, 
dimensions here given for the test specimen 
essential, though convenient; any pieces which willJ* 
mit of tight contact with the thermo-couple and of 
heating in the furnace chamber, may be used.

Method.—With the specimen fastened to the coup 
as just described, the furnace is connected in circuit a 
the cover placed over the chamber opening. The ^ 
perature within the chamber rises steadily. When t 
comes 925° C. (1,700° F.) the end of the couple, 
specimen attached, is inserted in t e c am er. s

The steel specimen rapidly heats up, its tempera ^ 
being constantly the same as that of t e we e 1 
of the thermo-couple, due to the intimate contac 
them. This temperature, indicated by the meter, ^ 
rise uniformly until the “decalescen pom ture
which is being tested is reached. At this tempe 
the indicating needle of the meter becomes stationary,^ 
added heat being consumed by internal changes j
of by increase of temperature. These changes compl y 

3 • • the length of the elam-
the speed of heating. t 

at the initial P01,,

The
are not

wi"1

« 'i$h

Fig. 1.—Recalescent Outfit. Note the two test specimens 
of steel, one fastened to couple. the

ïSSSïïSin motion of the needle. The temperature at which 
occurs should be carefully noted as it is the decal 

point.

be usedlining. The furnace is designed so that it can 
on standard lighting circuits to which ready connection

twin-conductor cord and lamp 
at no voltsis made by means of a 

plug. In operation, it consumes 3 V* amperes 
and is capable of producing a chamber temperature 
1,000° C. (1,832° F.) which is considerably higher than 
any required by a carbon steel.

of the outfit is of the thermo-electric

of

To obtain the lower critical point, the tempérât ^ 
of the piece is first raised above the decalescent P° ed 
about 4o° C. (io4° F.). In this condition ,t is rem e 
from the furnace and rested on top to cool. The ^ 
of temperature is at once noticeable by the fall 
meter needle. At a temperature somewhat belo

The pyrometer
This instrument embraces a thermo-couple, con-

The thermo-coupletype.
necting leads and indicating meter, 
is of small wire so as to respond quickly to any slight 
variation in temperature. The welded end of this couple

* 'pec/m =n n»r ->c>\a?cJ &oQ2_
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decalescent point, varying with the composition of the 
steel, as previously mentioned, there is again a noticeable 
lag in the movement of the needle. The temperature at 
which this ceases entirely is the recalescent point. Im
mediately following there may occur a slight rising 
movement of the needle, as explained under “Theory” 
m the preceding article already referred to.

During these intervals of temperature lag, on both 
the heating and cooling of the steel, there may occur a 
small fluctuation in the temperature. In order to get 
results that are comparable, a definite point in each of 
these intervals should be considered, each time 
a test is made.
and recalescent temperatures are taken as the 
Points at which the needle first becomes 
stationary.

As all operations of heat treatment of a 
steel centre around its critical points, the im
portance of knowing these exactly is realized, 
to make certain, each test should be checked 
hy a second reading, 
t^is is small.
succeeding readings will give assurance of the 
correctness of the determination.

at 150° F. lower temperature, shows less coarseness, 
though still badly burned. The succeeding specimens 
show a gradual improvement, as the temperature at 
which they were hardened approaches the decalescent 
point of the steel. Fig. 8 shows a specimen which was 
quenched, just after the hardening change in its structure 
had become complete, at 50 F. above the critical tem
perature. The very fine grain and closely woven texture 
of this fracture show a properly hardened steel, one which 
has both the desired hardness and the maximum of 
quality.

Hence both the decalescent

The time required for 
A close arrangement of two

Results Obtained from Sample Specimens.
~~In order to show graphically the necessity of 
w°rking carbon steels at the proper tempera- 
ture points, here dwelt upon, a series of speci- 
Ujen pieces of the same steel were treated at 
different temperatures. The steel used con- 
^ained exactly 1 % of carbon. A number of 
est specimens were made of this from different 

darts of the same bar.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4. Fig. 5.
Quenched at 1900° F. Quenched at 1750° F. Quenched at 1600° F.

First, the critical points of this steel 
determined. With the

were
_ test furnace at a tem- 

Pefature of 9350 C. (1,700° F.) the specimen,
^tstened to the welded junction of the thermo- 
j °uPle, was inserted in the chamber. When 

s temperature had exceeded the decalescent 
°int of the steel by ioo° F., or at 805° C.

>4oo° F.) it was removed from the chamber 
c d allowed to cool. Temperatures were re- 
c^rd.ed throughout both the heating and the 
p. lnff- In Fig. 2 these values have been 
t- ted. The curve shows graphically the loca- 
y°n °f the critical points, and also the retarda- 
sj.n of motion which precedes these and the 

sht fall or rise of temperature, as the case 
ay be, which follows them. 

s ^ith this data obtained, 7 specimens of the 
eg ,e steel were heated, in the electric furnace,
Pi«c tC> a different temperature. As these Fig 6 Fig 7 F'u S
>^Z«ed",7ïVte-^d t w«,r & Quenched « ,5,0" F. Quenched a, ,W° F. Q-.nchefa, 085" F.

COnPâture of the quenching bath was held Fractured sections of carbon steel, carbon content 1%.
Stant at 45° F. These hardened pieces inclusive magnified 50 diameters. Fig. 8 magnified

tUr e ^en broken at right angles. The frac- 25 diameters).
a m" Sur^ace °f each was photographed under 
tl,e Cr°scope. These photographs are here produced in 
jY Sarr>e size as the originals—in Figs. 3 to 8 inclusive.
^111 t0 maffnification, each of the first five of these repre- 

,s a portion of a circular area of the actual steel, 0.05 
a diameter; in the last two, of o. 1 in. in diameter. 

effe n inspection of these shows at once the serious 
■oVerCJs °,n its structure—and hence on its strength—of 
I is Cat*nff a piece of steel. The specimen shown in Fig.
•Coar Very badly “burned,” as evidenced by the extreme 

Seness of its grain. The specimen in Fig. 4, hardened

(Figs. 3 to 7

The specimen shown by Fig. 9 was hardened just as 
the temperature reached the decalescent point. This 
illustration shows the direction in which the hardening 
moves, namely, from the exterior toward the interior. 
1 his would naturally be expected as the temperature of 
the surface—which is exposed directly to the source of 
heat—reaches the critical point first. As seen in the 
illustration, the structural change has been completed 
only in the surface layer—toward the corner—of the 
specimen.

•n.

Here the grain is fine, the steel hardened,



Temperature Measurement.—The majority of in
dustrial operations involving the production or utilization 
of heat require some reliable and practical means, for 
measuring the intensity of heat. In some cases this is 
essential because the successful outcome of the operation 
depends upon a particular temperature. In others the 
cost of generating heat is the important consideration an 
it is then a matter of economy to know the temperature 
so that energy will not be wasted in generating surplus 
heat.

These well-known facts have been widely disregarded 
in industrial plants, in spite of resulting inefficiency and 
waste, because of a general lack of confidence in .many o 
the devices which have been available for measuring tem-

not suitable.peratures where ordinary thermometers
This unsatisfactory state of affairs has existed be 

cause so many of these devices are totally, unsuited to in
dustrial work. They are either of the strictly laboratory 
variety, too fragile and expensive for shop use, lor, 1 
strongly enough built to stand hard usage, are corre 
spondingly inaccurate and unreliable.

The pyrometer that has been developed by Hoskins 
Manufacturing Company will operate up to 2,300 F. or 
continuous service and 2,500° F. for intermittent use, 
and will handle- the great variety of operations requiring 
heat. This is from 500 to 6oo° higher than recommended 
for any other type of base metal type pyrometer.

The Thermo-Electric Pyrometer.—These pyrometers 
of the thermo-electric type, it being the most widely

measuring

are

arc
adaptable and practical of all temperature 
devices for temperatures above the range of ordina y 
thermometers and up to approximately 1,370° u'
(2,500° F.).

Briefly, the chief advantages 
pyrometer are that it gives direct readings of temper ^ 
tures above the range of thermometers and that ten^

of the thermo-electric

y points may be taken at aperatures of one or 
location distant from the source of heat.

The limiting low temperature for which the therm 
electric pyrometers are recommended is, under averaj\ 
industrial conditions, near ioo° C., although they can 
used to advantage below that temperature when prop 
provision is made for keeping the cold-end tempera 
constant.

man

withFor the benefit of those who are not familiar
and ad-

and to make clear the purposes
the following eS

pyrometers
vantages of certain late im 
planation is eiven. The pr
electric pyrometer operates is the measurement of a 

of electricity generated by the action of heat on 
junction of two dissimilar metals. _ ep-

The thermo-electric pyrometer consists of two e 
tial parts, namely, the thermo-couple and the meter. .g 
thermo-couple, which generates the electric current, ^ 
composed of two wires of dissimilar metals Conner e ^ 
one end. This connected end of the couple is called 
“hot end” and is placed in the furnace or heated sP ^ 
the temperature of which is to be measured. hix-reP,, 
the hot end, the two wires, or elements, do not ^
The free ends are known as the “cold end” of the t s
couple from the fact that this end of the couple !S a 
kept away from the heat, and generally at the Ro
ture of the outside air. When the hot end of the t e 
couple is heated it generates an electro-motive force, 
intensitv of which is determined by the difference 0 
temperature of the hot-end and the temperature
cold end. r F

The meter is the indicating.part of the pyromete •_ 
is connected by means of a pair of copper 1ead-'vl

cur

rent

while the interior is still in the unhardened state as evi-
This condition indicates thedenced by its coarser grain, 

necessity of heating the piece uniformly.
While 1,900° F., the temperature at which the speci- 
of Fig. 3 was hardened, represents a very excessive 

heat, yet it is not infrequent that carefully machined parts 
ruined by overheating to even this degree. The prac

tice of guessing at hardened temperatures can only result 
in uncertainty at the best. Yet, by use of the apparatus 
here described, the correct hardening temperature of any 
carbon steel can be exactly determined.

The hardening of carbon steels for the highest quality 
and greatest saving entails, then, three things : First, 
a definite knowledge of what constitutes the correct 
perature at which to harden the steel. The fundamental 
theory and facts underlying this have been presented in 
the article in April 16th issue.

The second point necessitates a positive means of 
accurately determining this hardening temperature for 
any carbon steel. The outfit described above is a direct 
and economical answer to this. The simplicity of the 
apparatus, its ease and certainty of operation, compel 
attention to its use. It makes possible the maximum 
quality in the finished steel, and the greatest saving in 
production cost.

men

are

tem-

.

(Magnified 25 Diameters.)
Fig. 9.—Fractured section of a 100-point carbon steel 

quenched just at its decalescent temperature (1380° 
F.), showing uneven hardening due to lack of uni
formity of heat penetrations.

The third consideration is that the correct hardening
temperature, once determined, is actually carried out. in 
the hardening work. A simple and effective way of doing 
this is by checking the temperature of the hardening 
furnace by means of a pyrometer. For this purpose, the 
meter of the recalescent outfit may be used in connection 
with a second and heavier thermo-couple.

When there is a large quantity of work to be 
hardened, economy dictates a permanent installation of 
pyrometers. The convenience of such installations is 
manifest. A thermo-couple is placed in each furnace. A 
number of these, from three to sixteen, depending upon 
individual conditions, are connected by wire leads, through 
a selective switch to one meter, 
the temperature of any furnace may be read at once from 
the meter. This makes it possible for the foreman, at a 
single point, to know definitely the temperatures of all of 
the hardening furnaces in use. It eliminates all guess
work, makes responsibility absolute and results positive.

By a turn of the switch,
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which to set the zero. As the increase in the water tem
perature is never over io°, the maximum error would 
only be 5°, which is sufficiently accurate for practical 
purposes. With this system it is seldom necessary to 
adjust the meter zero more than once or twice a day.

Protecting Tubes.—The choice and use of the proper 
protecting tubes has much to do with the success of the 
thermo-electric pyrometer. At high temperatures the 
elements of the couple become somewhat soft and 
susceptible to the action of gases. By protecting the 
couple with a tube of the right type it is possible to pre
vent or delay these injurious effects and lengthen the life 
of the thermo-couple elements. The protecting tube also 
protects the couple against mechanical injuries.

Quite contrary to the general impression, it is not 
oxidizing but reducing gases which seem to have the most 
detrimental effect on the thermo-couples. An oxidizing 
gas causes a gradual deterioration of the couple which 
can be observed and which permits the user to provide 
another thermo-couple before it breaks down. But with 
reducing gas, the action may be sudden and local and 
frequently causes a couple in good condition to break 
shortly after being put in the heat. It is this fact in con
nection with the wrong choice or entire lack of tubes that 
has caused much unnecessary dissatisfaction with thermo
electric pyrometers.

For temperatures up to 1,200° F. a good steel tube 
will give excellent satisfaction, in ordinary furnace gases. 
From 1,200 to 2,000° F. a nickel chromium protecting 
tube should be used. However, above 2,000° they are 
not very satisfactory and a very heavy seamless steel 
tube should be used.

Calibration.—In plants where a large number of 
pyrometers are used it is advisable to have an easy and 
dependable way by which to periodically check the ac
curacy of the various thermo-couples and meters. The 
most satisfactory way to do this is to use an accurate 
check pyrometer with which the installed pyrometers can 
be compared under service conditions.

The method of checking is to place the thermo-couple 
of the check pyrometer in the same protecting tube with 
the service couple, being careful to see that both couples 
are inserted to the full depth of the protecting tube. By 
then comparing the readings of the two meters the ac
curacy of the service pyrometer can be determined. In 
order that there may be sufficient room for both the service 
and the check couples, all protecting tubes should have 
an inside diameter of at least ^ inch.

The type of pyrometer best adapted and most used 
for checking is the portable instrument. They should, of 
course, be very accurate. In order that it may be kept in 
this condition it should be used for no other purpose than 
checking and should be calibrated occasionally.

For low reading pyrometers the calibration may be 
done by placing the thermo-couple in a heated oil bath 
and comparing the readings of the meter with those of a 
high-grade mercury thermometer, having a range up to 
150° C. (300° F.). The vessel for holding the oil should 
be approximately 6 in. deep by 4 to 6 in. in diam., and 
may be heated by a gas burner or electric hot-plate. Con
stant stirring of the oil should be done to insure a uniform 
temperature throughout. Any oil having a high flash 
point, or some of the waxes such as paraffine, beeswax, 
etc., may be used.

For calibrating pyrometers for temperatures above 
red heat, the welded or hot end of the thermo-couple 
should be covered with a tight winding of No. 14 or No. 
16 B. & S. gauge standard melting point wire. The

the cold end of the thermo-couple and measures the cur
rent caused to flow by the electro-motive force of the 
thermo-couple.

Instead of indicating the value of the current in 
electrical terms the meter is calibrated to indicate directly 
in degrees F. or degrees C., as may be desired.

In order that the meter will indicate the actual tem
peratures of the hot end and not merely the difference 
between the temperature of the hot end and the cold end, 
the starting point of the meter must be set to agree with 
the temperature of the cold end. As the most convenient 
temperature for the cold end is that of the average room, 
the starting point or “zero setting” of the meter is usu
ally at 25° C. or 77° F. for calibration.

Unless some special provision is made for the pur
pose, it is obviously impossible, in practice, to keep the 
cold end constantly at the room temperature for which 
the meter was calibrated. This variation is considerable 
and introduces an error which has been one of the 
principal objections to the thermo-electro pyrometer. The 
so-called cold end error has been a serious obstacle to the 
Use of the thermo-electric pyrometer, especially on large 
Permanent installations. In the above instrument this 
has been practically eliminated by means of the zero ad
juster and cold end water jackets.

Before the zero adjuster was developed it was neces
sary, in order to obtain the correct temperature, to add 
°r subtract from the meter reading the difference between 
the cold end temperature and the zero setting. With the 
2ero adjuster it is only necessary to reset the meter zero 
°r starting point to agree with the thermo-couple cold 
end temperature, whereupon the meter will automatically 
read the correct temperature of the hot end.

When the pyrometer equipment consists simply of 
a meter and a single thermo-couple, the zero adjuster 
alone is sufficient to correct for the thermo-couple cold 
e°d temperature variations. It is seldom that the cold 
er>d temperature is subject to rapid variations and it is 
thus a very simple matter to occasionally reset the meter 
Zero in agreement with the cold end temperature, thereby 
°btaining correct temperature indications by the meter.

It is when the installation consists of a number of 
thermo-couples all connected through a selective switch 
t° the same meter and when the various couples are sub
let to different cold end temperatures that a cold end 
^ater jacket is necessary, since it would, of course, be 
lrnpracticable to reset the meter zero to agree with the 
c°ld end of each thermo-couple in turn.

The function of the cold'end water jacket is to keep 
he temperatures of the cold ends of a number of thermo
piles at approximately the same temperature. 
h*s accomplished, but one setting of the meter zero is 

Necessary, regardless of which couple is connected to the 
J^eter when the reading is taken. The manner in which 
he cold end water jacket accomplishes its purpose will be 

rnade clear by the following description of the Hoskins 
c°ld end water jacket..

This water jacket consists of a coil of seamless steel 
P'Pe covered with a layer of heat insulating material.

coil is of sufficient diameter to permit the insertion 
the thermo-couple spool. Six or less of these jackets 

®re connected in series to a water line having sufficient 
Pressure to keep a continuous flow of water through the 
Astern. A thermometer is inserted in the pipe before 

Tl? iacket and another after the last one of the series. 
ese thermometers indicate the temperatures of the 

atcr as it enters and leaves the jackets and the mean of 
c two temperatures is taken as the temperature at

With



N a report by Joseph Keele on the clay and shale 
deposits of New Brunswick the geological survey 
branch of the Department of Mines, Ottawa, has 
just published some very interesting information.

work done in that province by the

I
The report covers -
Geological Survey during 1911 and 1912. A chapter is 
devoted to the extent at present of the clay industry, 
and from it we make the following extracts:—

Up to the present time the clay deposits of New 
Brunswick have only been developed to a very limited
extent.

Wooden construction prevails, to the exclusion of 
almost all other kinds, except in the business portions 
of the cities and towns, because lumber has hitherto been 
plentiful and cheap in the province.

The danger from extensive fires is always present 
when wooden construction is so freely used in closely- 
built communities. This was evident in the total destruc 
tion of the town of Campbellton by fire during the 
summer of 1910. Since then, the demand for structura 
clay wares is increasing, but they are not yet used as 
largely as they might be, because everything except corn- 

brick has to be imported.mon
New Brunswick possesses in its Carboniferous rocks, 

certain shale beds, adapted for making those higher 
grades of clay wares which cannot be produced in the 
Provinces of Quebec or Ontario, where these raw ma
terials are absent. Clayworkers will probably find it to 
their advantage to locate works for the production o 
materials, not only for home consumption, but also for
export.

Proximity to markets, although desirable, is not so 
essential to manufacturers of the higher grades of clay 
wares, such as face bricks, paving bricks, sewer-pipe, 
electrical conduits, fireproofing, etc., as these materials 
are frequently transported for long distances. A plan 
equipped for a large output of common brick can only 
be maintained close to cities, where the demand for them 
is constant during the greater part of the year. These 
plants frequently represent a considerable expenditure o 
capital, being furnished with artificial driers, continuous 
kilns, and machinery driven by steam or electric power- 
The surface clays can be worked in a primitive manner, 
with a small outlay of capital, to suit the demands o 
small towns or rural communities. Such plants are ab 

maintain their position, because the price of common 
brick would not pay the cost of carriage from larg 

where their manufacture is carried on mor

underdraining the cultivated
areas in the Province becomes more generally known, 
these clays will have much wider application. Drai^ 
tile can be made from ny of the surface clays. Tile ar 
made from stiff mud, usually by an auger machine having 
a circular die, although different styles of plunger ^ 
chines and also hand presses are used in their manu a 
ture. They are made in sizes varying in diameter ft°
2 inches to 3 feet. Any means of drying and burning 
may be used with the smaller sizes, but the larger slZ 
require considerable care to prevent cracking. 
to the popular notion, it is not necessary for dram ^ 
to be porous, so that they should be hard burned, 
sides sufficient hardness, the important requirements ^ 
drain tile are straightness, uniformity of diameter, a 
smoothness of ends.

to

centres 
scientifically.

When the need for

THE CLAYWORKING INDUSTRY IN NEW 
BRUNSWICK.

couple should then be inserted in a tube furnace similar 
to the electric furnace shown in Fig. 1, with the welded 
end of the couple approximately in the centre of the 
furnace. The furnace should be up to heat before insert
ing the couple and should be kept at a temperature ap
proximately ioo° F. higher than the melting point of the 
calibrating wire. The pointer of the meter will then 
up the scale with a gradually decreasing speed until the 
calibrating wire begins to melt, when the pointer of the 
meter will come to rest. After the calibrating wire has 
melted the pointer will again move upward. Pure copper 
wire, under oxidizing conditions, melts at 1,065° C. 
(1,949° F.) and pure zinc wire at 419° C. (786° F.). In # 
order to have a strictly oxidizing atmosphere, an open 
end electric furnace should be used for calibrating work.

In using this method of calibration, care should be 
taken not to have the furnace temperature too far above 
the melting point of the calibrating wire, or the pointer 
will move so rapidly that the melting will be of such short 
duration that the holding point may be missed.

A very satisfactory way of calibrating pyrometers is 
by using the freezing points of melted salts as follows :

Pure common salt, Na Cl., is melted in a pure Ache- 
electric furnace. When the

move

son graphite crucible in 
salt has been raised to a temperature of 100 or 200 F. 
above its melting point, the bare welded end of the 
thermo-couple is inserted in it to a depth of from 2 to 3 
in. The crucible is then removed from the furnace and 
allowed to cool. The pointer on the meter will drop 
gradually until the salt begins to freeze, when it will stop 
until the salt is frozen. The freezing point of pure salt 

y be taken at 8oo° C. (1,472° F.). Before further use, 
the couple end should be washed clean in hot water to 
remove all traces of the salt, otherwise the couple will 
deteriorate rapidly, especially when heated considerably 
above the melting point of salt in an open furnace.

When calibrating pyrometers, care should be taken 
to see that the zero setting of the meter is in agreement 
with the cold end of the couple.

When the pyrometer is found to be reading too high 
the correction is made by increasing the adjusting re
sistance ; and if reading too low, the resistance is de
creased. The adjusting resistance is No. 26 B. & S. 
gauge wire of low temperature coefficient. In changing 
this resistance the connections should always be carefully 
soldered and the different turns insulated from one

an

ma

another.
Changing the resistance on the couple spool should 

not be attempted by the user unless he thoroughly under
stands, and has had some experience at, such work.

The following table gives the latest available data 
by the Bureau of Standards on certain substances which 
may be used for calibrating pyrometers :
Water boils at......................................
Tin freezes at ......................................
Zinc freezes at ...................................
Common salt freezes at....................
Copper, in oxidizing atmosphere, 

freezes at ......................................

( 212° F.) 
( 450° F.) 
( 786° F.) 
(1472° F.)

(1949° F.)

ioo° C.
232° C. 
419° c. 
8oo° C.

1065° C.

Among the orders recently placed with English firms, 
figures an oil tank steamer of about 3,800 tons gross and 
about 365 feet in length for the Australian Government, to 
be built by Swan, Hunter and Wigham Richardson.

It is reported from Fredericton, N.B., that the 
residents of Granite Hill, Bear Island, Upper Queensbury and 
the districts on the other side of the St. John River in that 
vicinity are moving again to have a steel highway bridge 
built across the river at Bear Island.
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The only pottery in operation in the province is 
located at St. John. It is owned by J. W. Foley and 
Company, who manufacture butter crocks, teapots, jars, 
and flower pots. Most of the raw material is imported 
from the State of New Jersey.

The following details concerning the clay-working 
industry of the present time in New Brunswick are briefly 
given.

plant will shortly be moved to a fresh clay deposit in the 
neighborhood.

Moncton.—The brickworks are located at Lewisville, 
2 miles from Moncton. The material made is a glacial 
clay situated almost at tide level, and underlain by 
boulder clay. The maximum depth of the clay is 7 feet. 
This plant is equipped with a stiff mud machine and 
steam driers. The burning is done in scove kilns. The 
brick clay also occurs at various points aroupd the city 
of Moncton, but is worked only at this locality at present.

Chatham.—There are two brick plants in the neigh
borhood of Chatham, owned by the W.S. Loggie Com
pany. The plant at Nappan river uses a stratified, red
dish clay, about 12 feet deep, lying on bed-rock, to which 
is added about 10 per cent, of sand. Sand-moulded bricks 
only are made ; they are dried on pallet rocks, and burned 
in scove kilns. The bricks are set 36 courses high in the 
kiln, and the fuel used is dry spruce and tamarack. The 
output is hauled in wagons to the railway, and shipped 
principally to Campbellton. The working season lasts 
from the middle of May to December. An excellent deep 
red, hard, building brick is produced at these works.

The plant at Nelson is worked in a similar manner, 
and produces common brick of a quality very much like 
those at Nappan. This plant is better situated for trans
portation, as the bricks have only to be hauled over the 
bridge across the Miramichi river, to the railway station 
on the north bank.

Fredericton.—M. Ryan and Son are the only brick 
manufacturers at this city. The material used is a sur
face clay, of the estuarine type, somewhat similar in 
character to that worked in the Annapolis and Shu- 
benacadie valleys of Nova Scotia. The clay is moulded 
in a soft mud machine, without any preliminary pug
ging, but nevertheless makes a good grade of brick.

1 he freshly moulded bricks are hacked out on the ground 
to dry in the air, but since Mr. Keele’s visit, Mr. Ryan 
has installed a steam drier. Burning is done in a patent 
double chambered downdraft kiln, each half having a 
papacity of 90,000 bricks. The brick settles 12 inches 
*n 31 courses during the burning.

St. John.—Two brickyards are in operation in 
•he vicinity of this city. The clays used are all 
similar, being evidently remnants of marine or estuarine 
deposits laid down at a slight elevation above pre- 
Sent sea-level. The clays are smooth and plastic, 
and free from pebbles. Any pebbles found in the 
finished bricks have probably come from gravels over
ling the clays. The brickyard of Mr. John Lee is 
‘°cated on Courtney Bay at the Little river. The ma- 
,vrial used here is a tough, reddish brown clay and 
forked to a depth of 6 or 7 feet below the surface. The 
brick clay rests on a very hummocky boulder drift, which 
Cr°ps out in a few places in the bottom of the pit. The 
piny, after being broken down from the bank, is dumped
into

On April 15, a delegation of 1,000 gathered at Ottawa, 
700 of whom were from Montreal, and formed a permanent 
organization, whose purpose will be to promote the construc
tion of the Georgian Bay Canal and furnish all necessary 
information for the recently appointed Government commis
sion on the project ; and to present to the Government argu
ments in favor of the immediate start of construction of thesoak pits along with some sand, and kept there for 

a day or so before going to the machine. Sand-moulded 
°r> soft mud bricks, some re-pressed bricks for facing 
buildings, and field drain tile are manufactured. The 
reshly moulded bricks are placed on covered pallet racks 

®nd air dried. There are two down-draft kilns, two up- 
uraft case kilns, and one scove kiln. The output is 25,000 
. ncks per day during the season, which are mostly sold 
ln St. John.

waterway.
The preliminary report on mineral production in Canada 

in 1913 shows a total value of production amounting to $144 
031,047, an increase of 6.65 per cent, over the previous year, 
representing an average production per capita of $18.57, as 
against $18.27 in 1912 and $14.93 in 1910. The amount of 
coal produced was valued at $36,250,311, an increase of 
$231,267. The gold produced amounted to a value of $16.- 
216,131, an increase of $3,567,337. The value of pig iron 
produced was $16,540,012, an increase of $1,989,013. There 
was a decline in the production of copper from a value of 
$12,718,548 in 1912 to $11,753,440 in 1913, and a decline in 
silver production from $19,440,165 to $18,984,012. Cement 
production increased from $9,106,556 in 1912 to $11,227,284 
in 1913.

St. Stephen.—There are two brick yards in opera- 
near this town, making soft mud brick and drain 
The material used is taken from a terrace of marine 

lay which occurs along the valley of the St. Croix river. 
r- John Laming has made bricks here during the last 

uses a small stiff mud machine for making 
'Cut brick for facing, and for drain tile. He also 
es soft mud bricks, which form the greater part of 

t^s output. The demand for drain tile is intermittent ; 
c-Cse are only made to order, and not stocked. The prin- 
.^Pal object of interest is the tiles with which the building 
y r°ofed. These tiles were made by Mr. Laming, 22 
^ ars ago, from the clay in his own pit. These tiles are 
;ny aPcd, and although not hard burned, are still quite 

act for the most part.
is >sseX.—The brickyard operated by Mr. John Heffer 
ter?'Juated a few miles north-west of Sussex. The ma-

^fi'ckness, overlying boulder clay. A stiff mud machine 
<*** by horse-power is used. The bricks are hacked 
in 0n the open ground to dry, and afterwards burned 
tera, Sc°ve kiln. The burned bricks contain some scat- 
of c > small pebbles and clay lumps, showing the need 
gi;il>assirig the clay through rolls, or through a long pug 
is 1 ’ to prepare the clay for the machine. As the clay 

e°oming too thin for working at this locality, the

•>0n
tile.

During the coming summer, a new railroad, thousands 
of miles in length, will be opened to traffic in Central Asia. 
It is a line which, linked to the existing Trans-Siberian Rail
road at Krasnoyarak, crosses through the northern part of 
the province of Irkutsk, north of the Baikal Lake, through 
Eastern Siberia, and then through the Amur province, north
ward to the Amur river, to Kakhaborovsk, where it joins the 
already existing line that runs due south to Vladivostok. 
The surveys for this new line were already begun while the 
Russo-Japanese peace negotiations were in progress at Ports
mouth, N.H., in 1905. It is built entirely on Russian terri
tory; and, since the province of Eastern Siberia, and of the 
Amur, lying north of Manchuria, are perhaps more rich in 
minerals than any other portion of the world, the line bids 
fair to prove of the utmost economic importance. Much of 
the line has been laid through primeval forest, and through 
jungles where man had never set foot before, and where the 
temperature ranges from tropical heat in summer to 89 H 
below zero in winter; where the men had frequently to work 
for days and Imonths standing almost thigh-deep in icv 
marsh. $2,050,000.000 have alreadv been voted by the Duma 
for the construction of the road. Whether it will be sufficient 
or not to cover its cost is not known. It is intended that this 
new main line is to constitute the main trunk of a vast net
work of subsidiary lines. It will connect Moscow, over an 
all-Russian route, with the Czar’s great stronghold on the 
Pacific, Vladivostok.

M years. He 
»ire

used is a stiff, reddish clay, from 3 to 10 feet in
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and with the services of laborers in carryingnozzle arm 
it from point to point.

The system allows the mixing and placing of from 
180 to 200 cubic yards of concrete per day from the J4- 
yard mixer. The arrangement of the chute allows the 
placing of concrete all over the semicircle in front of the 
mixer without the use of men with wheelbarrows, operat
ing on runways laid over the reinforcement. These fea
tures are especially desirable in the pier construction, 
where it is important to complete a section, including a 
main girder and extending half-way to the girders on 
either side, in one day, in order that the concrete may 
harden in a complete unit.

In the new pier No. 1, each section is 29 feet 6 inches 
long by 75 feet 11 inches wide, and contains 191 cubic 
yards of concrete. One mixing unit will complete a sec
tion a day ; but in case of breakdown, another unit can 
be withdrawn from caisson work and sent to supplement 
the placing for the pier. Each outfit is practically as 
portable as a wrecking crane.

The force for each unit consists of approximately 3° 
silver employees in charge of a white foreman. Twenty- 
five men are engaged in wheeling materials from cars or 
stock piles and supplying the mixer ; one man is in charge 
of the mixer ; one runs the hoisting engine ; and three are 

the end of the chute distributing the concrete into
makes the labor cost

TRAVELLING CONCRETE PLANT.

NOVEL concrete mixing plant with elevator 
and distributing chute is described in the 

“Canal Record” of Panama. It is being used for 
mixing and placing the concrete in the caisson 

shells and superstructures of the quay wall and pier now 
under construction at the Balboa terminals. Four units 
of the type are in use.
convenience, speed, and reduced labor cost.

Each unit consists of a hoisting engine, of approxi
mately 20 horse-power, steamdriven ; a i^-cubic yard 
portable mixer ; an elevator for raising the concrete so 
that it can be distributed from a hopper by gravity ; and 
a jointed distributing chute, for placing the concrete from 
the hopper. All of these items are mounted on a single 
flat car, resting on a 5-foot gauge track. I he plant is 
advanced along the track with the progress of the plac
ing. The sand, rock, and cement for the concrete may 
be handled to the mixer direct from cars coupled to the 
flat car in the rear, or from stock piles alongside the site 
of operations. In either case, they are carried to the 
mixer in wheelbarrows, over suitable staging.

The hoisting engine boiler furnishes steam for the 
mixer, and, by cables running over sheaves at the top of 
the elevator tower, raises and lowers the elevator car.

The elevator is a hollow timber framework, 4/^ by b 
feet in plan. In the unit of which the side and front views 
are shown herewith, the tower rises to a height of 41 feet 
3 inches above the deck line ; in this type, the distributing 
chute is 52 feet long, with a distributing radius of 48 feet. 
In two other units of similar general design, the chute is 
longer, having a distributing radius of 78 feet. The ele
vation of the tower is determined by the requirements of 
distributing the concrete by gravity. In each case, the 
tower is braced by timber outriggers.

The elevator car is the body of an ordinary ^2-yard 
Decauville dump car, mounted on trunnions. At an ele
vation determined by the length of the chute, it dumps 
automatically into a hopper which rests 
on the front side of the elevator shaft. The hopper is six 
by six feet in plan at its top, converging into juncture 
with the distributing chute. It has a capacity of about 
one cubic yard.

The distributing chute is of 14-inch steel pipe, 
in two sections of equal length, connected by means of 
a swivel joint. The upper section is known as the swivel 

, and the lower section as the nozzle arm. The upper 
section is connected with the hopper discharge by a swivel 
joint, and can swing to either side to a position at right 
angles with the axis of the flat car. The nozzle arm, 
swinging under the upper section, can describe a circle, 
the centre of which is the joint between the two sections. 
This combination of motions allows the mouth of the 
chute to be placed over any point in the semicircle de
scribed by swinging the chute with both sections extended 
in the same plane.

The method of supporting the chute is of especial in- 
Both sections of the chute are supported by 

of a pivoted latticework boom, projecting outward 
and upward from the front of the base of the elevator 

The timbers of the boom pass on both sides of 
the upper section of the chute, allowing its support to 
be effected by the cross pieces. In addition, the boom 
passes far enough beyond the upper section to allow 
vertical guys to be attached to the intermediate joint, and 
slanting guys to be extended to the end of the nozzle 

This does away with extraneous supports for the

A tower

The system has advantages of

out at
the forms. This arrangement
very low.

The report of the Timiskaming and Northern Ontario 
Railway Commission for the year ended October 31st, 
shows a total mileage of the railway in operation at the en 
of that year amounting to 432-77, including 252.8 miles 
main line, 80.64 miles of branch lines, and 99-33 miles
yards and sidings.

It has been decided to construct dams along 
the creek at Caron, Alta., for the purpose of protecting tn 
infiltration pipe gallery and to increase the storage capaci y

They will be built of concreteof the Caron head works, 
and will be finished this summer.

In the two years, 1912-13, in British Columbia, the d® 
mand for structural materials—stone, cement, clay produ > 
etc.—has not been so great latterly as in 1910 and i9.n> ,s 
the value of the output of this class of non-metallic miner 
was probably lower in 1913, and in the absence of a a 
which to base calculations no definite statement can be mao - 
The marble-quarry in the Ainsworth Mining Division ' 
worked and marble was shipped from it. Near Victoria, , 
Saanich Arm, a second cement manufactory was started, 
near Princeton a beginning to produce cement was - 
made, but in neither case was a large output made. {(J 
Vancouver-Portland Cement works at Tod Inlet continued { 
make an important production. The destruction by' hre 

the large pottery works at Victoria has added to the de t 
in production of structural materials, but this loss m ouv 
is only temporary, the erection and equipment of new wo 
having been provided for. g

The following table shows the mileage of the vai 
classes of work carried out under Street Improvement 
laws and General Revenue for 1913 at Vancouver, B.

Miles- 
22.134 
4.5I6 

17.822
5.250

12.688 
15.155 
3.009 
5.148 
2.110 
1.228
4.405 

22.941 
12.io7 
32•460

.825 

.664

projectionon a

It is

arm

Clearing and rough-grading streets ...
Ditching and crowning streets............ ..
Clearing and rough-grading boulevards
Clearing and rough-grading lanes........
Grading streets ...........................................
Grading boulevards ....................................
Grading lanes ..............................................
Rocking streets ............................................
Rocking lanes .............................................
Extending rocking to curbs .................. ..
Resurfacing streets ....................................
Plank roadways, streets ...........................
Plank roadways, lanes ..............................
Three-plank walks .....................................
Bulkheads.................. ...................................
Culverts and box-drains...........................

teres t. 
means

tower.

arm
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those tabled for 
amount $8,811,749.66 is to be voted to meet current expen
diture, while $849,000 will be set aside for capital expendi
tures, $150,000 being provided for other purposes. The cur
rent expenditures for 1913-14 were nearly half a million lower 
than for this session, being $8,353,387 ; but the amount pro
vided for capital expenditure a year ago was considerably 
larger than the vote now asked for, running up to $1,042,000.

Montreal, Que.—The construction program of the Mont
real harbor commissioners has been resumed. Dredging 
has been started on the South Shore Channel, and 
deavor will be made to have the channel completed before 
the closing of navigation. Also a start has been made at 
tearing down the old Victoria pier, work is being carried 
at the new drydock, the widening of the ship channel in the 
harbor is to be continued, the construction of 
sections 23 and 24 is being rushed, while the addition to 
the commissioners’ elevator is practically completed.

Saskatoon, Sask.—The total contract for the completion 
of the students’ residence of the University of Saskatchewan, 
for which contracts were awarded last week, will entail an 
approximate expenditure of $216,000 for Section A; and, in
cluding Sections B and C, the total cost will be $265,000. 
In addition to the residence construction, the new Physics 
Laboratory will be constructed this year at a cost of between 
$120,000 and $150,000, and will constitute the first unit of 
the new science block. Also this year the foundation work 
for the proposed chemistry building will be undertaken.

I913"I4 were $9,524,387. Of this year’s

Moose Jaw, Sask.—The City Council of Moose Jaw has 
voted down the recommendation of the city commissioners 
that drilling for gas at the city test well be discontinued.

Moose Jaw, Sask.—The new ten-circuit automatic stor
age battery switchboard, which will be installed at the Cen
tral Fire Hall, Moose Jaw, during the next month, will 
Sent an outlay of $6,000.

an en-repre-

Toranto, Ont.—-The first through train has traversed 
the new outC.N.R. line between Quebec and Toronto, arriving 
til Toronto on May 1 ; and the entire road has been pro
nounced satisfactory by the officials. sheds at

Winnipeg, Man.—Recently at Winnipeg a statement was 
Published to the effect that the earnings on all Canadian 
failways during 1913 amounted, broadly, to $200,000,000 
according to figures just compiled. These figures include 
nil the subsidiary lines, and other affiliations of any nature.

Port Mann, B.C.—Plans are being perfected by the 
C-N.R. for extensive terminal facilities at Port Mann, B.C., 
hs Pacific freight terminus and ocean port. Plans passed 
uPon this year by the management call for yard trackage to 
stcre and manipulate 10,000 freight cars and 1,000 passenger 
c°aches.

Vancouver, B.C.—According to the opinion of Engineer 
Breckon of Vancouver, the laying of pipe across the First 
Narrows, including the hauling of the second main already 
started, will entail an additional expense of $6,000 to $10,000, 
or about $70,000 for the rest of the work on the connecting 
of the Point Grey pipe with Little Mountain reservoir. Of 
this, $45,000 will be needed for the crossing of False Creek 
and the few special valves along the route for fire protection. 
At the end of March the expenditure on the pipe line 
$430,738, so that the total cost will be

Vancouver, B.C.—The Burrard street bridge, a part of 
ne C.P.R. terminal improvement scheme at Vancouver, has 
een completed with the exception of the ramp, which will 
ead from the
®Vel ; and this cannot be built until the old immigration 

stleds have been removed
Bassano, Alta.—The great irrigation dam of the C.P.R. 

Pp Bassano, Alta., was formally opened on April 26 by Sir 
homas Shaughnessy, president of the company. It is 
aimed that the Bassano dam is the largest in the world, 

is even longer than the famous Assouan dam of Egypt, 
he water it contains will cover 14,000 acres to a depth of 

°he. foot.

waterfront end of the viaduct to the dock

was
more than $500,000.

Edmonton, Alta.—It has been reported at Edmonton that 
$500,000 has been received by the Provincial government of
Alberta to be used for the building of western Canadian rail
way lines. It is stated by the secretary of railways that it is 
for the Canadian Northern Western, a subsidiary company 
of the Canadian Northern. This amount is the first instal
ment of $6,000,000, for which bonds were placed on the 
market last spring. Moreover, according to the railways 
branch, over $11,000,000 is available for railway

year, on railways guaranteed by the 
Provincial Government ; and it is estimated that 
of railway should be constructed during the

Toronto, Ont.—Owing to changes which have been 
ected in the Power Commission Act by the Ontario Legis- 
Ure, Ontario townships 

r hydro-electric power without submitting the matter to a 
e of the ratepayers. All that is required is a petition from 

s,dents of the township ; and tvhen this is submitted and 
P°nsidered, the council mav enter into a contract with the 
^mission.
£ Guelph, Ont.—The annual report of the Light and Heat 
^°mttiission of Guelph shows very satisfactory returns ; and 
o^°ugh the rates were reduced 5 per cent, at the beginning 
V year for power, residential and commercial lighting, 
;t the increase of business that this reduction has effected,
of ,1

ne year or earlier. The report shows that over twice as 
pr‘e Y electric services were installed in 1913 than in the

will now be able to make contracts

construc
tion in Alberta this

700 miles 
present year.

Toronto, Ont—The C.P.R. bridge over the Don River, 9 
miles from the Union Station, has been completed by the 
Walkerville Bridge Company. The contractors for the ce
ment work were Dickenson and Burns. The new bridge is 
much stronger and heavier than the old bridge, alongside 
of which it has been erected. It is about 1,000 feet long, 
weighs over 1,200 tons, is 120 feet above the level of the 
River Don, and is supported by 9, steel towers and 2 concrete 
abutments. Two of the towers provide openings for road
ways, one on either side of the river ; while the largest 
tower spans the C.N.R. line to Winnipeg, 80 feet below the 
level of the bridge. The completion of the bridge allows 
now of the completion of the small portion of work yet un
done on double-tracking the line from Agincourt to Lea- 
side. When the other new bridge over the west Don has 
been finished, the two old bridges over the main and west 
Don rivers will be strengthened and improved so as to afford 
a complete double track from Streetsville in the west to Agin
court in the east.

expected to make a further decrease in rates at the end

ous year.
pe f?e®|na, Sask.—During 1914, over $1,500,000 will be ex- 

ed on roads and road improvement in Saskatchewan, 
^°yding to the decision of the highways commission of the 

„ 0vtocial 
upended government. Of this outlay, $500,000 is to be 

in bridge work, the largest undertaking of the 
of ,5e department this year probably being the completion 
p] ® high-level bridge at Saskatoon, which is to be com- 
exbpnd ^ ^>ecemher 31- Approximately $100,000 is to be

Ont Toro"to, Ont.—Main estimates have been tabled in the 
ar’° Legislature for 1914-15 totalling $9,810,749.66, while

hrid

on small concrete and steel bridges.
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run by electric power generated by the dock P will
After the rock excavation has been finished, 1 e ite
be constructed. For these concrete w e^’ in est 0n 
copings and alters. All keel and bilge blocks will r ^ 
granite stripe extending the full lengt o glde a
granite will be used for caisson stops. On t be

“-r zr«£ ss- -
will be used, must be constructed.

Medicine Hat, Alta.-Contracts have just been1 
by the Southern Alberta Land Company, of Median ^ ^ 
for the removal of some 560,000 ^blC stage’s of the
purpose of carrying to completion e & under
work and the placing of about 30,000 acres of lmi ^ by 
water by next spring. All contracts are about $80,000,
October ,5, iQM. and the total “^ wd be about b ^
running somewhat under the .^^1 for 1 o ÏÏ> more cubic 
two weeks another contract will be let f<£ ’ Tiver
yards of excavation, part being at the Little Bo 
the balance near the head of the main q{ tfae fflain

contracts let this week are for some 5 w1 f
ditch, leading from the new reservoir to the Little B ^
which is some ,5 miles from the mam r«ervoir;kn ^ ^ 
Lake McGregor—this mam' canal to be 44 water;
bottom, 78 feet across the top, and to of the
and for the laterals, to provide for the drrect wate ^
30 000 acres of land next spring. On April 1st

of the new d,m a, the an.ak. on 'h^L ^
river, a piece of work that represents a cost of aboutjy 
to My 'St o, sooner, water will be Tb«*
canal the reservoir holding about 30,000 feet of water_ 
far the company has expended about $4,500.000 on thi e 
prise and U bid, fair to be on. of the 
Canadian West, as the plans call for the g

Ottawa, Ont.—It has been .nnonnced recently «>

•“ *kt;, .hebefsclteme
ment to work out the same time not to
the main Saskatchewan river, considered advisable
"T" faUXro"g7examination made on the ground by the 
to have a thorough «a pQwer branch this coming
hydraulic engine Roche, minister of
summer. In the meantime Hon. j. ^
the interior, has directed^tlm ^ availaMe ^ ^ dispo_ 
contiguous to this power s , d tbe Dominion
sillon «hâte.... " D^rinf îfpa” » ««on, the

water-,owe, department have in-
Of the bomi of this river in the vicinity of

into Lake Mani- 
of the

Crete

engineers
r’''T£Cwhe're the river dis.orge, 
fo'haf a"r .ùl^co„pl..e, a photographic «

whole region has been made.
of Fort William has 

which willFOd IT council111 an°r agreement
outlined to the city city and C.P.R. corn-
doubtless betoen^eeff;ct that the city and the railway

company shall jointly build * vZTsZl

the city shall give the '„d L river, re-
Tavish street between e rivht-of-way for access to
serving the right for an 0y . and that the city 

whenever it should be necessary , 
and maintain the Syndicate avenue subway. This 
a authorized by council and for-

afd

river,The

feet

a bridge, 
shall pave 
basis of agreement has been 
warded to the company. of land.200,000 acres

Victoria, B.C. Active operations are reported 
in progress by the contracting firm Messrs^ Gran , ^ -
and McDonnell, in connection with the build,> 8 Five

piers in the greater harbor improvement program of
have arrived at Vancouver for the PUJ wbicb 

rubble foundation of 300,000 tons, be
is ready for delivery. The cribs 1 

Each requires no tons
ferro-concrete struct

. nnt Recently in the Ontario Legislature, 
Toronto, On -Recen t a vote of $5,ooq,-

«“VtrZZSZ ha, w

< aefuato
P™” ,', .hi Comm”,“b, »d warn, .. have .he c=«„a=. 
P j i. deSires permission to utilize the remainder of
niable «« a. Niagara Fall,, which would hrtog ... 
me,r„m deveiopmem »
done i. prop.... “ U..,d SZ» aid » leave
O, .he power ^^J^Scrric a, |,a »«- h.p. The

and it is not

two
000

new
large scows 
dumping the 
the first 60,000 tons 
built will be 58 in number, 
work, and when complete will be a 
weighing 3,5oo tons. These will be c0"s ru
drydock which is now at the Bremerton Na y dry.
Seattle, and which will arrive at Victoria shortly ^ 
dock has a carrying capacity of 8,000 tonS’ dtydoC*
,,5 feet wide, and has a depth of 55 ^.^Ucorn^ 
has been delivered, the construction of "lbs W1JJead) where 
at the company’s gravel property at Alb floating

be made to provide a slip for th tbe
for the removal 01 

and when
of h8o°

opening u 
etc*»

floating 
Yard, >°

on a

60 per cent, for use
Commission is paying $9 per h.p. at Prese cheaper power 
■hough, .ha. .he *£££££ hive",. »

uomioiou

Government.

excavations are to
modern machinerydock. The most 

gravel will be installed at a 
operation, the output will be in 
cubic yards daily. Also, the company ProP0^® 
and equipping with donkey engines, steam ® 
rock quarry in the vicinity of Victoria, y . rs
the company expects to bring to the si e o tbat
60,000 tons of rubble each month. It is anticipate ^
necessary quantity of material will be dumped 
winter is far advanced. When the work is we a drd1
the contractors will have 12 scows, a dredge sco ^ for
boat in operation, the latter to be used m removing be caf- 
excavating underneath the cribs. The c0"tra^ ,aChlan, ®°' 
ried out under the supervision of Mr. J. S. M 
minion Resident Engineer.

cost of $40,000 ;
the neighborhood

hich
abon1

Fsnuimalt B.C.—'The following particulars have been
pubS e»e.,»i»g “I Id,"

?omir?o.irr^ chin rrioch.,... *r-
L.ang , as foUows : length from caisson stop to head 
Si°ns will be as follows^ ^ feet. depth on sill
wail, i,15° fee ■ gpring tides, 40 feet; width at coping
at ordinary f t It will be divided, as stated, into
of dock walls, J44 feet> respectively, each part being
SU5 » ship steel caisson^ The dock ^be^tmdby 

XrpÏmfnutePU The’ pumps and other machinery will he

of w

the

P* 
C4
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I

AMERICAN SOCIETY C.E. CODE OF ETHICS. AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS. 
—Seventeenth Annual Meeting to be held in Atlantic City, 
N.J., June 30 to July 4, 1914. Edgar Marburg, Secretary- 
Treasurer, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ENGINEERING CON
TRACTORS.—Summer convention to be held at Brighton 
Beach, N.Y., July 3rd and 4th, 1914. Secretary, J. R. Wem- 
Iinger, n Broadway, New York.

UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALITIES.—Annual 
Convention to be held in Sherbrooke, Que., August 3rd, 4th 
and 5th, 1914. Hon. Secretary, W. D. Lighthall, Westmount, 
Que. Assistant-Secretary, G. S. Wilson, 402 Coristiné 
Building, Montreal.

AMERICAN PEAT SOCIETY.—Eighth Annual Meeting 
will be held in Duluth, Minn., on August 20, 21 and 22, 
1914- Secretary-Treasurer, Julius Bordollo, 17 Battery Place. 
New York, N.Y.

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.—Annual Con
vention to be held in Halifax, N.S., September 1st to 4th, 
1914- Secretary, James Lawler, Journal Building, Ottawa.

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CAN
ADA.—Seventh Annual Meeting to be held at Quebec, Sep
tember 21st and 22nd, 1914. Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chaussé,
5 Beaver Hall Square, Montreal.

CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS.—To be held in Boston, 
Mass., on October 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th, 1914. C. C. Brown, 
Indianapolis, Ind., Secretary.

AMERICAN HIGHWAYS ASSOCIATION.—Fourth Am
erican Road Congress to be held in Atlanta, Ga., November 
9-13. 1914. J. E. Pennybacker, Secretary, Colorado Building, 
Washington, D.C.

I

The Board of Directors of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers is placing before the membership the 
Proposed code of ethics, and is recommending its adop
tion :__

following

It shall be considered unprofessional and inconsistent 
^ith honorable and dignified bearing for any member of the 
American Society of Civil Engineers :—

(1) To act for his clients in professional matters other- 
WlSe than as a faithful agent or trustee, or to accept any
remuneration other than his stated charges for services 
dered his clients.

(2) To attempt to injure falsely or maliciously, directly 
°r indirectly, the professional reputation, prospects, or busi- 
ness> of another Engineer.

(3) To attempt to supplant another Engineer after 
efinite steps have been taken toward his employment.

(4) To compete with another Engineer for employment 
the basis of professional charges, by reducing his usual

£ ?r&es, and in this manner attempting to underbid after 
emg informed of the charges named by another.

(5) To review the work of another Engineer for the 
jae client, except with the knowledge or consent of such

ngmeer, or unless the connection of such Engineer with 
e work has been terminated.

ren-

, (6) To advertise in self-laudatory language, or in any 
her manner derogatory to the dignity of the profession, 

of a*1 is noteworthy of observation that the American Society 
Mechanical Engineers and the American 

sj ectrical Engineers have both discussed codes that 
tJr‘lllar to each other, the latter having already adopted 
bfeirs. The above code, compared with the others, is quite 
er j and simple, and free of all attempts to lay down 

al rules of practice that are devoid of ethical bearing. 
ttle The draft will be presented to be acted upon by the 
^^mbers at the convention in Baltimore, Md., on June 2nd. 

6 °Pmion generally expressed is that it will be adopted.

Institute of 
are very

gen-
PERSONALS.

G. W. BARRETT was recently appointed 
gineer for the town of Esquimalt, B.C.

NORMAN HICKS has been appointed engineer to the 
town of Weston, Ont., and to the Weston Water, Power and 
Light Company.

G. H. ARCHIBALD, of St. Catharines, has been ap
pointed city engineer of Saskatoon, Sask., to succeed Geo. 
T. Clark, resigned.

J. L. BUSFIELD, B.Sc., of the Mount Royal Tunnel 
and Terminal Company, Montreal, has recently been elected 
associate member pf the Institution of Civil Engineers Great 
Britain.

sewerage en-

CLUB “SMOKER.”
The Engineers’ Club of Toronto will hold 
club

a smoker in
rooms on Friday evening, May 8th. The occasion 

admit of examination and criticism of the preliminary 
s °f the proposed new Engineers’ Club building.

the
win
Plan

C. C. MENDHAM, who has been connected with the 
outdoor staff in Toronto of the Herbert Morris Crane and 
Hoist Company, Limited, has now been appointed resident 
engineer in Berlin for that company.

COMING MEETINGS.

rou AMeRICAN WATERWORKS ASSOCIATION.—Thirty- 
ij rt® Annual Meeting to be held in Philadelphia, Pa., Mav 
hj ÿ5, l9l4- Secretary, J. M. Diven, 47 State Street, Troy,

C CANADIAN AND INTERNATIONAL GOOD ROADS 
ig r,RESS.—To be held in Montreal, May 18th to 23rd, 
tea] „Mr. G. A. McNamee, 909 New Birks Building, Mont- 

n enera* Secretary.
<NTERNATI0NAL CONFERENCE ON CITY PLAN- 
ih6 p t0 be held in Toronto, May 25-6-7, 1914, in charge of 
Qtta °mmission of Conservation. Secretary, James White,

f

OBITUARY.

The death occurred at Beamsville, Ont., on May 4th 
of Senator William Gibson, who foi many years took an 
active part in railway and bridge building in this country. 
For 22 years he had charge of the construction of masonry 
work on the Grand Trunk system in Canada. He built the 
approaches and portals of the Sarnia tunnel and had charge 
of the doubling of the Victoria Jubilee bridge at Montreal.
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I ORDERS OF THE RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS |
OF CANADA I

E
Board of Railway Commissioners, to date. 

Copies of these orders may be
Each week on this page may be found summaries of orders passed by the 

This will facilitate ready reference and easy tiling.
secured from The Canadian Engtneer for small fee.

21684-April 21-—Relieving G.T.R. from providing fur
ther protection at crossing of Colborne St., City of Lo 
don, Ont.

2168s—April 20—Authorizing, subject to terms and con
ditions contained in agreement C.P.R. to construct highw’ay 
crossing, at level, over its tracks, at McDougall St., in City 
of Port Arthur, Ont. _ f

21686—April 22—Suspending “sine die, schedules o 
G T R and M.C.R.R. in so far as they increase rates now 
charged on Caustic Soda and Bleaching Powder ; disallowing 
schedule of P M R.R in so far as it increases rates hereto 
fore charged on Caustic Soda and Bleaching Pmte^
directing that rates lawfully m force on SalL/v!Te con- 
immediately prior to effective dates of said schedules be 
tinned in effect until further Order of Board.

2l687—April 22-Authorizing, at its own expense Boaro
of Highway Commissioners for _ Prov. Sask., to cons u^ 
highway crossing through station grounds of C.N. 
Brancepeth siding, N.W. % Sec. 27-46-23, W. 2 M., Sas 
katchewan. ^

21688—April 21—Authorizing C.N.R. to construct Se 
(17) highways in Province of Alberta.

21689—April 25—Amending Order No. 20423, dated Sep- 
25th, 1913, by inserting certain words and figures and adding 
certain clauses. .

21600-April 27—Amending Order No. 21513, dated Mar- ,6th: X by striking out words, ..“the cost to be dwidej 
equallv between the two companies, in 6th and 7th lines 
operative part of Order, and substituting words,„ the c 
to be1 borne and paid by the Applicant Company.

21691—April 26—Authorizing C.L.O. and W Ry. (C.P-^ 
to take certain lands in town of Bowmanville Co 
Ont for purpose of constructing a freight yard, and 
proaches thereto, subject to and upon certain conditions. ^

21692—April 23—Authorizing Cedars Rapidsi Mfg. af”r 
Power Co. of Montreal, to take additional width of 25 «. 
right-of-way of its transmission line across Lot 7, co”: ’ all. 
Cornwall, Co. Stormont, Ont., property of James Dmg ^

21693—April 28—Amending Order No 21476, dated Marc^
nth, 1914, by striking °ut words, the bridge „ , ra- 
cital of Order, and words, “bridge over the said, m op 
tive part of Order.

2,694-April 2i—Relieving C.P.R. from speed limita 
of fifteen miles an hour over railway between mileage 
41, Golden to Spillimacheen, B.C.

21695—April 28—Authorizing C.P.R. to operate over
bridges! namely, No. 15.6, Alta. Div. Lethbridge Sub. 
and No. 91.1, Alta. Div., Lethbridge Sub division, A1 •

21606—April 27—Dismission complaint of Milton T’/'.-fg., 
Brick Co., Ltd., of Milton, Ont., against action of L. V 
in holding up construction work on their double track 

Toronto and Guelph Jet., Ontario.
21697—April 28—Authorizing Kettle Valley Rv-, CeeP 

struct ,at grade, its ballast pit spur across highway
21698—April 29—Authorizing C.N.R. to construrt^ 

for P. O. Dwyer Co. across Elm Ave., through B1 
and 113, Parkdale, Edmonton, Alberta. j-ta'11

21699—April 29—Authorizing G.T.R to construe*.ce ,nt0 
extensions to branch line, or siding, and spur therefrom fp, 
premises of Maple Sand, Gravel and Brick -,
Vaughan, Co. York, Ontario.

21666—April 17—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct spur

Cadastrai ».,>*, (Civic). Cote des Ne,g.s Ward, erty of 
Montreal.

21667—April 17—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct spur 
for Goold, Shapley and Muir Co., Limited, Regina, Sask.

3,668—April 17—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct, at 
crade tracks of spur for city of Moose Jaw across River St., 
?n said dtv; and to construct, at grade, 2 tracks of wye con
nection on Main line, Sask. Div across Manitoba St., and 
Second Ave., city of Moose Jaw, Sask.

21669—April 15—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct spur 
for city of Edmonton, Alta.

21670—April 16—Authorizing CP.R. to
Havelock Subdivision, Ontario.

reconstruct
bridge No. 37.5 on T

2,671—April 15—Authorizing Esquimalt and Nanaimo 
Ry to construct siding for Empire Lumber Co., from a point 
on Osborne Bay Branch of its Railway, mileage 2.5, Van
couver Island, B.C.

21672—April 18—Approving location Pointe 
Ry. through town of Montreal East, Que.

21673—April 18—Authorizing Cedars Rapids Mfg. and 
Power Co. of Montreal to take an additional width for its 
right-of-way for its transmission line across certain lots 1 
Parishes of St. Joseph de Soulanges and St. Ignace d 
Coteau du Lac, Province of Quebec.

21674—April 17-Directing that C.P.R. construct spur 
from point on its railway connecting mam line with St 
Lawrence and Ottawa Line, leading to Sussex St. freig t 
yards, to and into premises of Dustbane Manufacturing Co., 
Limited, Tp. of Gloucester, Co. Carleton, Ont. subject to and 

certain conditions.

teen
Trembleaux

upon
21675—April 18—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct a re- 

ed^on'parcel o,
Shaw Street, North Toronto, Ont.

21676—April 18—Authorizing C.P.R. to construct spur 
for S. A. Early and Company, Limited, in Subdivision Lot 
26, Block 165, city of Saskatoon, Sask., on Co. s mam line, 
Sask. Division.

21677—April 18—Authorizing C.N.O.R. to 
across Scarlett Road, between Lots 36 and 37. Cons. 3, r.J3., 
Tp. York, Ont., by means of a structure carrying highway 
over railway.

21678—April 18—Authorizing C.N.O.R. t0 c°?st™ct 
Jane St., between Lots 36 and 37, Con. 3, r. B., ip.

of structure carrying highway over

construct Two
Div-’

across 
York, Ont., by means 
railway. tween

2l679—April 20-Directing that C.P.R. construct spur 
into premises of S. A. Hamilton Co., Limited, crossing First 
Ave West in city of Moose Jaw, Sask., subject to and upon 
certain conditions.

spuf

21680__April 18—Authorizing C.N.R. to construct across
twenty-nine(29) highways in Province of Saskatchewan.

2I5gi__April 21—Relieving G.T.R. from providing further
protection at crossing of highway immediately east of Pike 
Creek Flag Station, Tecumseh, Ontario.

,,682__April 22—Authorizing G.T.P. Branch Lines Co.
and C P R to operate trains over crossing bv G.T.P. Branch 
T ines Co ’s tracks of C.P.R. Calgary to Edmonton Branch, 
in City of Calgary, Alta., without being brought to a stop.

2,683— April 21—Amending Order No. 18032, dated Nov. 
13th! 1912, by adding after word “Company.” in qth line 
of operative part of Order, words “less one-fifth of such cost, 
which is to be borne and paid by \ lllage of Cardinal.

, s;din8
21700-April 29-Authorizing G.T.R. %nconsScarboro, C°' 

into premises of Toronto Brick Co., Ltd., Tp.
York, Ont., near York Station. c(>rv

21701—April 29—Authorizing Alberta Ce".tr^„?6'betwee.1* 
struct, at grade, its ballast pit spur across highway bigb-
N.E. H Sec. 8 and N.W. M Sec. 9-39-3, W. S M., ^ W- 
way between N.E. % of Sec. 8 and S E 4 c 
5 M., Alta., at mileage 34 west of Red Deer.


